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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF Joyce A. Korschgen for the 
Master of Science in Psychology presented July 22, 1987. 
Title: Worker Perceptions of the Fast-Food Giant: 
Interviews with and Class Comparisons of 
Teenagers Working at McDonald's. 
APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THESIS/ COMMITTEE: 
f' 
This study examines the relationship between social 
class and adolescents conceptions of work. Four major 
areas of the adolescent's work experience are examined: 
(1) tasks and training, (2) relations with co-workers and 
managers, (3) organizational structure and change, and (4) 
family life and work. Forty female adolescent, 
nonmanagerial employees who worked part time at McDonald's 
2 
franchise stores were interviewed. Two groups were 
formed: one middle class group {n=20), and another working 
class group {n=20). An item by item content analysis was 
performed on data tested for rater reliability. No 
significant results were found with regard to relations 
with co-workers. However, significant results were found 
in all four areas. These include: (1) middle class 
respondents were more likely than working class respondents 
to adopt a technical approach to training, (2) middle class 
respondents were more apt than working class respondents to 
seek positive, affective ties with managers, (3) middle 
class respondents were more likely than working class 
respondents to identify efficiency as a rationale for 
McDonald's organizational structure, (4) middle class 
respondents were more likely than working class respondents 
to deal with perceived unfairness by talking directly with 
management, and (5) working class respondents were more 
likely than middle class respondents to identify the 
principle of the necessity of work as the lesson in their 
family work experience most helpful in adjusting to service 
work, whereas middle class adolescents identified abstract 
capabilities as the most helpful lesson in their family 
work experience. 
In addition, in using motivation for employment and 
age~ exploratory predictors, three significant results 
appear. First, respondents working for basic needs were 
more likely than those working for extra money to identify 
unfairness at work in the form of exploitation. Secondly, 
respondents working for basic needs were more likely than 
those working for extras to identify endurance as a means 
of dealing with unfairness. Finally, adolescents 17 years 
and older were more likely than 15 and 16 year olds to 
report some knowledge of workplace mobility. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The steady increase in teenage employment in recent 
decades has generated considerable controversy about its 
effects on adolescents' psychosocial development. Early 
research on adolescence and work was largely confined to 
the effects of paid work experience on the acquisition of 
adult attitudes and behaviors (Behn, et al., 1974; Bucknam, 
1976; Elder, 1974), school performance (Bateman, 1950; 
Straus & Holmberg, 1968) and later work aspirations (Behn, 
et. al., 1974). Adolescent work was also seen as a factor 
decreasing delinquency (Cloward and Ohlin, 1960; Hirschi, 
1969). While some research suggests that paid work may be 
detrimental to development, e.g., increasing drug abuse or 
delinquency (Greenberger, Steinberg, and Vaux, 1981; 
Shannon, 1982), the assumption behind much of this 
empirical research has been that experience in the "real 
world" of adult work is essentially beneficial to 
adolescents, offering an antidote to the seeming 
irrelevance and infantalizing effects of secondary 
schooling. Experiences which hastened the transition to 
adulthood were viewed as consonant with the major 
developmental tasks of adolescence. Other developmental 
literature has suggested a more cautious and protective 
tone, endorsing some aspects of teenage employment while 
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emphasizing the dangers of subjecting young people to 
low-paid, menial, stressful jobs. The concern is that the 
conditions under which adolescents typically work threaten 
to overtax their fledgling adult capacities (Hamilton and 
Crouter, 1980; Steinberg, 1982a}. 
The study presented here grows out of recent debates 
on adolescence and work, where developmental researchers 
have taken this more cautious, critical stance and have 
attempted to separate out beneficial and problematic or 
destructive effects of early work experience. While this 
recent developmental focus has raised questions about 
social cognitive processes associated with early work 
experience (Greenberger, E., Steinberg, L., Vaux, A., and 
McAuliffe, s., 1980), there has been very little effort to 
pursue empirically these processes, i.e., how adolescents 
conceptualize social relations in the workplace. 
This study focuses primarily on social class as a 
determinant of how adolescent part-time workers 
conceptualize social relations in the workplace. 
Specifically, I am interested in how class background 
influences choice of work and adaptations to work 
settings, conceptions of managerial authority, cooperation 
with co-workers, conceptions of means of change, and the 
relationship of family work to paid experiences. 
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The study focuses on female fast-food workers at 
McDonald's for several reasons. First, McDonald's is the 
largest single employer of teenage fast-food service 
workers, particularly female adolescents, in the u.s. 
(Luxumberg, 1985). Second, McDonald's stores are located 
both in suburban settings (providing greater likelihood of 
drawing workers from middle class neighborhoods) and in the 
inner city (providing a greater likelihood of drawing 
workers from working class neighborhoods). Third, 
McDonald's has been hailed as a "model" for the service 
industries as evidenced by ability to remain competitive by 
standardizing and routinizing the production of food 
services (Roddock, 1982). 
McDonald's emphasis on standardized managerial and 
production processes across franchise stores has important 
methodological and social implications. Methodologically, 
it provides an alternative to much of the existing research 
which is based upon combining different kinds of work 
settings. The choice of settings is intended to control 
for variation in type of work and work conditions, hence 
the adolescents in this study perform essentially the same 
type of work under essentially the same conditions. 
Socially, this highly routinized approach to service work 
represents an important and increasing phenomenon with 
particularly problematic implications for women and girls 
who are concentrated in service sector employment 
(Hochschild, 1983). While researchers in the area of 
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·adolescent employment stress the limited learning 
possibilities associated with this kind of work, it was my 
starting assumption that adolescents learn a great deal in 
such settings about how these fast-food capitalist 
enterprises operate, both technically and socially. This 
study aimed to determine what, specifically, female 
adolescents did learn and how class background influenced 
this learning. 
My interest in pursuing questions about adolescents in 
service work has been heightened by the rapid growth of the 
service industry worldwide in the past several decades. 
McDonald's corporation, in particular, has sustained a 
growth rate which easily claimed worldwide notoriety when 
in 1984 McDonald's became a larger employer than u.s. Steel 
(Bluestone, et. al., 1985). Fast food restaurants are the 
most rapidly growing segment of service industry, with 
hamburger restaurants accounting for 50% of all fast food 
restaurant sales, or $18 billion worth of business. Burger 
King, with about $2.5 billion in sales, is second only to 
McDonald's which boasts a phenomenal $8.7 billion in 1983 
revenues, up 11.5% from 1982. Indeed, McDonald's is the 
established fast food giant, cornering 40% to 45% of the 
market over 4 years (Kindel, 1984). Within the last three 
decades, steadily rising fast food sales indexed have been 
documented. McDonald's, the consensual leader in fast 
food, in 27 years has expanded into a multimillion dollar 
industry. McDonald's Corporation licenses and operates 
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9,182 self-service restaurants throughout the u.s., Canada, 
and overseas employing 136,000 people. Profits have risen 
to $490 million in 1986: a 25% gain over a 2 year period. 
Value Line estimates are for a 560 million dollar profit in 
1987 {Value Line, Jan. 2, 1987, p. 324). With the built-in 
need for employees who can work part-time during the midday 
rush, fast food restaurants have relied chiefly on the 
labor of young people (Ginzberg, 1977). 
Chapter I reviews literature pertaining to the study. 
Initially, I focus the review on academic influences on the 
formation of the conceptualization adolescence as a 
developmental phase, and the employment and socialization 
literature. I then review three social-psychological 
literatures: social cognition and development: social 
class and social cognition: and adolescent employment and 
family life. The literature review outlines themes 
addressing the impact of work on adolescent acquisition of 
adult values, skills, and orientations to work life. 
Within this context I raise questions about the work-
related development of self-direction vs. conformity, the 
importance of qualitative research to the exploration of 
the process and meaning of work relationships for 
adolescents, and the importance of social class in the 
development of an interpretive framework from which 
adolescents view the work they perform. 
CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In the following section I examine interdisciplinary 
literatures which came in response to the recognition of 
adolescence as a distinct developmental period and I review 
psychological literature related to adolescence and 
employment. In exploring the historical context of 
adolescence I go beyond the existing literature by 
providing a context for evaluating the experience of 
adolescence as it exists today. While existing studies 
explore the developmental impact of highly routinized and 
fast-paced work {Steinberg, L., Greenberger, E.,Vaux, A., & 
Ruggiero, M., 1981: Steinberg, 1982a), researchers often 
take as a given the nature and structure of routine work. 
I focus on sociological factors influencing the 
developmental impact of routine service work in order to 
provide a context for explaining adolescents' conceptions 
of work processes. In providing this context, I extend the 
existing literature on adolescent employment and social 
cognition which stops short of an analysis of the work 
setting. For example, Steinberg and Greenberger {198la) 
conclude, on the basis of survey data, that working 
adolescents are more cynical about work and are more likely 
·to endorse "unethical business practices" than are 
nonworking adolescents. However, the authors do not 
attempt to explain what it is about work that contributes 
to these attitudes nor do they attempt to distinguish 
between cynicism and critical thinking in relation to 
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work. The later distinction is important. Cynicism 
implies a certain resignation or acceptance of antisocial 
behavior whereas critical thinking suggests a broader range 
of attitudinal and action possibilities. 
The Advent of Adolescence as a Developmental Phase 
Adolescence as a developmental phase and the impact of 
work on the developing adolescent have been the focus of a 
number of historical studies. In an article on the history 
of adolescence, Demos and Demos {1969) critiqued the notion 
of adolescence as a universal developmental stage. They 
describe "adolescence" not as a fact but rather as an idea 
or conceptualization which became well established in the 
public consciousness in the early part of the 20th 
century. Drawing on a growing 19th and 20th century 
literature of child-rearing advice, and a large body of 
books and pamphlets directed to the young people of the 
country, these authors compare literature before 1825 to 
the industrial period which followed and identify changes 
in child rearing practices which parallel shifting literary 
trend. 
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Before about 1825, Demos and Demos {1969) report that 
books were "mild in tone and full of simple moral homilies 
strung endlessly together." They were not directed to any 
particularly problematic or pressing needs in the lives of 
their readers. After 1825, Americans witnessed a period 
marked by intense nationalism, an interest in childhood as 
distinct from adult experience, and general anxiety about 
the quality of family life {Wishy, 1969, p. 86). During 
this period not only did the u.s. experience a rapid rise 
in the production of child-rearing books, some of which 
sold many thousands of copies, but the books imparted a 
qualitatively different message. Most of the concern 
related to problems of parental authority. The role of 
parents as disciplinarians needed to be established early 
in the child's life and firmly maintained throughout the 
years of growth. Even infantile "wilfullness" that 
"springs from a deprived nature and is intensely selfish" 
was to be suppressed by strict training in obedience lest 
it gain momentum and strength resulting in dire 
implications for the later adult personality {Bulkeley, 
1858, p. 12}. Toward the end of the 19th century, some 
writers began to publicize discussion of the moral 
"dangers" and "temptations" threatening youth directly from 
urban life. Inner-city influences such as "the varied 
population," "the chaotic social and economic life, 11 "the 
frenzied conunercial spirit," and "dazzling entertainments" 
were in direct opposition to proper growth into adulthood 
(Hepworth, 1870). 
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In academia, during the late 19th century G. Stanley 
Hall and his associates were, for the first time, advancing 
the concept of adolescence to the public. His "child 
study" movement aimed toward a deeper public and scientific 
understanding of human development. Profoundly influenced 
by Darwinism, Hall's theory of adolescence was explicitly 
linked to an evolutionary, or "genetic" model. In likening 
adolescence to a "recapitulated" period of rapid 
evolutionary growth, Hall elaborated the idea of "storm and 
stress," or severe crisis characterized by "lack of 
emotional steadiness, violent impulses, unreasonable 
conduct, lack of enthusiasm and sympathy ••• " (Hall, 1882, 
p. 30) • 
Hall's influence was indeed reflected in a flourishing 
of texts in psychology, education, child-rearing, and child 
labor. Many of his ideas were not entirely innovative but 
they did produce a reshaping of certain popular beliefs 
about youth at the time. Still, many questions about the 
new concept of adolescence remain. In particular, the 
salience of his ideas may reflect larger developments in 
American society such as the transformation of the United 
States from an agricultural into an urban and industrial 
society. This historic period, 18th and 19th centuries, is 
in fact particularly important in that it marked a dramatic 
change in the material basis of family life ushered in by 
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·the rapid expansion of industrial capitalism. The 
protective quality of parental authority was, to a large 
degree, undermined by the repressive authority of the 
industrial capitalist. Youth in some cases found 
themselves competing with their parents for wage work 
(Ewen, 1976, p. 140). The "storm and stress" of 
adolescence characteristic of Hall's conceptualization may 
be a reflection of a growing discomfort with changes in 
work-family relations brought on by the advent of modern 
industrialism. 
Ewen (1976), in his examination of the role of youth 
as an ideal suitable to the needs of industrial capitalism, 
asserts that management projects an expectation of youth. 
Viewed as highly impressionable and hedonistic, young 
people represent willfullness and are a symbol of 
endurance. Ewen asserts that this made youth a usable tool 
in the ideological framework of business (p. 139). Ewen 
contends that youth was and is a symbol of the kind of 
control routinized work imposes upon young people. 
Training and skill, which had been the basis of the 
apprentice-master-craftsman system was, over a period of a 
few years, displaced to the speed and endurance required of 
mechanized production. Likewise, authority previously 
afforded the skilled elders in the the workplace was now 
shifted to the quicker, more efficient younger worker (p. 
140). 
-------, 
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Teenage Employment as Socialization to Adulthood 
Modern sociological research on the impact of work on 
adolescent development is still in the early stages of 
development and is thus quite limited. However, Elder's 
(1974) research on children of the Depression Years is 
often cited as evidence for the positive impact of 
adolescent work experience. A consequence of this period's 
economic instability was reflected in what Elder calls the 
"downward extension of adultlike experience" for 
adolescents who took paying jobs outside the home. Boys in 
the study who worked showed a much greater interest in 
adults and spent more time with them in school-related 
activities than other children. Elder suggests that the 
economic hardship and some nonspecific aspects of work 
outside the home increased working boys' desire to 
associate with adults, to "grow up" and become adults. 
Other correlates of working for boys include the 
responsible use of money, energetic or industrious 
behavior, and social independence {pp. 81-82). Critics of 
this longitudinal study express serious hesitation in 
applying these findings to contemporary teenagers. 
Comparisons between contemporary and past cohorts are 
constrained by many specific historical factors. For 
example, young people during the 1930's were more likely 
than are adolescent's today to make essential economic 
contributions to their families' well-being (Hamilton and 
Crouter, 1980). 
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Social psychological theory and research on teenage 
employment is also sparse. As an area in the nascent stage 
of development, research has been largely confined to the 
effect of part or full time employment on the acquisition 
of adult attitudes and behavior (Elder, 1974; Bucknam, 
1976), Behn, et al., 1974) and the effect of work on school 
performance (Bateman, 1950, Straus and Holmberg, 1968; 
Steinberg, Greenberger, Garduque, and McAuliffe, 1982b; 
Steinberg, Greenberger, Garduque, Ruggiero, and Vaux, 
1982c). Recent literature addressing the issue of the 
adolescent work experience is attempting to focus on the 
specific developmental needs of youth. A number of 
researchers and theorists have argued that personality 
characteristics such as autonomy, self-esteem, 
responsibility, purposefulness, self-reliance (Steinberg et 
al., 198la) and enhanced social understanding (Steinberg, 
Greenberger, Jacobi, & Garduque, 198lb) are facilitated by 
paid work experiences. 
Greenberger, et al., (1981) suggest that work 
experience may adversely affect the developmental process 
of adolescence. In addressing the consequences of job 
stress, they list three reasons why work experience may 
affect adolescent well-being adversely. First, significant 
hours of work may strain the already overloaded 
adaptational resources of an adolescent who is involved in 
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school, adjusting to changing family roles and rules, and 
exposed to increasing peer pressures. Second, the nature 
of much of the work youngsters do may be incompatible with 
the developmental needs of the teen years. Adolescents who 
are confronting issues such as the development of autonomy 
and responsibility may find themselves facing everyday jobs 
which appear trivial or afford few opportunities for 
self-direction. Youngsters who are struggling with social 
acceptance and their impending separation from nurturing 
adults may be severely stressed by a job setting 
characterized by autocratic supervision and repressive 
authority. Three, in addition to the emotional stirrings 
of adult role expectations, adolescence is a time of 
dramatic developmental shifts, changes in appearance, and 
cognitive competences (Stevens-Long & Cobb, pp. 108, 133). 
If these physical and emotional stresses are accompanied by 
additional stressful events such as death of a loved one, 
adolescents may be at even greater risk for job related 
health consequences of stress than adults. 
Greenberger et al., (1981) describe a number of 
working conditions which are potentially stressful. These 
include poor work environment (time pressure, limited 
worker control over the pace of work); meaningless tasks, 
(boring or repetitive work); conflict with other roles, 
(work which interferes with school or home life); 
autocratic supervision, (the worker is told what to do and 
feels no freedom to disagree with supervisor); impersonal 
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organization, (worker does not feel attached to supervisor 
or work peers); low wage structure, (worker is paid below 
minimum wage or feels wage is too low). Results of the 
Greenberger et al., (1981) study indicate that worker 
status is predictive of somatic symptoms and school 
absence, with workers reporting more school absences but 
fewer somatic symptoms than non-workers. Among workers, 
there was a positive correlation between time spent in the 
workplace and the use of cigarettes, alcohol, and drugs. 
In addition to discussing the relationship between 
working adolescents and the developmental process, 
Greenberger, et al., (1981) conclude that there are gender 
specific effects of work. They found that an impersonal 
work environment was positively associated with stress for 
girls and that an autocratic form of supervision was 
positively associated with stress in boys. 
The Greenberger, et al., (1981) research draws 
attention to one of the important flaws in contemporary 
research in this area. As I indicated at the beginning of 
this chapter, the quantitative research methods so often 
used in work settings are of limited value when the process 
and meaning of work are the focus of the investigation. 
Greenberger, et al., (1981) rely on the use of 
questionnaires in gathering all of the data for their 
study. A limitation of this kind of data is that a more 
detailed analysis of how work experiences are 
conceptualized is not possible. While the finding that 
~-, 
teenage workers tend to have increased use of cigarettes, 
alcohol, and drugs is important, it is not clear whether 
they perceive this as a means of coping with stressful 
work. There are also a range of ways .of coping with 
stressful working conditions which have not as yet been 
examined. 
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Some contemporary research on the developmental 
outcome of work focuses on the effect of work on school 
performance or future career options. Experience Based 
Career Education {EBCE), sponsored by the National 
Institute of Education as an experiential education 
program, was implemented in many school systems in 1975. 
This study has been used, until recently, as a chief source 
of information concerning the long range benefits of 
adolescent work experience. As Hamilton and Crouter {1980) 
state, these studies provide poor evidence for the 
assertion that knowledge of career options during 
adolescence significantly affects adult work history. 
Further, evidence that experience is the best source of 
career knowledge has not been demonstrated {p. 329). In 
fact, drawing on hypotheses about the nature of most 
adolescent experience of the workplace, the conclusion that 
youngsters would prepare themselves for managerial jobs 
through higher education as a result of their exposure to 
managerial type careers may be inaccurate. What seems more 
clear is the notion that young people would pref er to avoid 
the low-paying dead-end jobs they have been exposed to and 
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'thus concentrate their academic efforts in the direction of 
higher paying-managerial type jobs. 
Defenders of the program, however, can point to 
documented beneficial effects. Evaluations of the EBCE 
program by regional laboratories and by the Educational 
Testing Service (ETS) showed that the program was 
accepted. General popularity of the program among 
students, parents, and employers was reported. No academic 
losses were found when EBCE students were compared with 
non-EBCE controls and some differences were found in favor 
of the EBCE group in knowledge of and attitudes toward 
careers (Bucknam, 1976). Without data confirming the 
effect of the EBCE experience on future job success, i.e. 
finding and holding a job, or whether the students' 
behavior in other settings was affected, critics of this 
study cite the lack of data about specific developmental 
effects of work (Watkins and Corder, 1977 cited in Hamilton 
and Crouter, 1980). The ETS finding that EBCE students 
were "more concise and able to speak easily with an adult 
interviewer than non-EBCE students," is, however, 
consistent with Elder's finding that employed youth were 
more "adult oriented" than other youth. 
An avenue of recent work in teen employment has found 
a focus on the impact of employment on school performance. 
Early systematic study in this area used standardized 
measures of academic achievement (Bateman, 1950; Straus and 
Holmberg, 1968). More recently, clear evidence has 
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surfaced which is unsupportive of the notion that work 
experience has any positive effect on school performance. 
On the contrary, Steinberg (1982c) reports that teenagers 
working more than 15 to 20 hours per week during the school 
year earn lower grades as a result of the work cutting into 
the adolescent's school hours, family involvement, and peer 
activities. By way of elaboration, these authors suggest 
that, in those youngsters adversely effected, early work 
experience may occur before the need for school, peer, and 
family socialization processes has been fulfilled. 
There have been attempts at addressing the importance 
of family life and the importance of assessing the impact 
of an interpretive framework in adolescent's experience of 
work. Some authors, for example, cite the lack of careful 
research attending to differences among teenagers in 
relation to their experience of work settings and the 
alienating conditions of work in general (Behn, et al., 
1974; Keniston, 1971). Moreover, the acquisition of 
adult-like and adult-oriented characteristics, as shown by 
Elder (1974) and others, is not necessarily a positive 
outcome of work experience and should not be accepted 
uncritically. 
Adolescence and Social Cognitive Development 
One aim of this study, as stated earlier, is to 
explore the working adolescents' capacity for 
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social-cognitive learning through work. The growth of 
social cognition in adolescence - the ability to think 
about social processes and social institutions - is 
directly related to the adolescent's growing capacity for 
abstract reasoning. This capacity to think on different 
levels, to make inferences about processes which underlie 
concrete, observable behavior, and to conceive of 
alternative possibilities in social situations, provides 
much of the basis for the adolescent's heightened capacity 
for social cognition. 
The workplace is becoming an increasingly important 
arena of social cognitive learning for adolescents. 
Whereas in 1940, only 5% of male and 2% of female high 
school students worked during the school year, by 1980, 2/3 
of high school seniors and 1/2 of high school sophomores 
worked part-time (Steinberg, 1985). While there are 
problematic consequences associated with part-time work, 
the most important developmental benefit to adolescents of 
this increased labor force participation is greater 
interpersonal competence and "general social cognitive 
abilities" (Steinberg, et al., 198la). By entering a new 
social setting, one requiring cooperation with others and 
some understanding of organizational processes, the 
adolescent experiences the increased dissonance which may 
be conducive to some kinds of new learning. 
But again, illustrating the limitations of this kind 
of research, the literature tells us little about what 
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those "general cognitive abilities" are - what adolescents 
learn, specifically, about authority, cooperation, 
self-control and the overall social organization of work as 
a function of direct work experience. The scant research 
on social cognition and adolescent employment is based 
primarily on questionnaire data which tell us virtually 
nothing about the cognitive processes and sources of 
conflict experienced by the working adolescent. 
The most direct effort to probe the social cognitive 
dimension of adolescent work experience was carried out by 
Steinberg, et al., (198la}. As a follow up to their 
questionnaire study, they interviewed 100 working 
teenagers. They identified three themes in the interviews 
which corresponded to their theoretical interests in social 
cognitive learning. They were specifically interested in 
examples which illustrated social sensitivity (empathy, 
perspective-taking}, social insight (the ability to reflect 
on the meaning of interpersonal institutions and 
processes}, and social communication (the ability to 
intentionally manipulate others in achieving some goal}. 
The authors found evidence of all three types of 
social cognitive processes in the interview material. 
However, it is not clear that there was an extensive and 
systematic effort to identify thematic trends in the 
interview material. Another problem is in the theoretical 
and conceptual themes used to illustrate interview 
material. One example of a gratuitous leap from theory to 
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anecdotal material is what the authors offer as an example 
of "a more sophisticated understanding of the nature and 
dynamics of the relationships between workers and 
supervisors, and among co-workers." They illustrate 
"sensitivity to an organizational superior" with the 
following comments by adolescent workers: 
Well, they (kids) get used to being bossed around. 
You know, some people they don't know how to be bossed 
around. 
I get along (with my boss), sometimes ••• ! get kinda 
mad ••• ! can't do nothing because he's my boss so I 
can't say nothing ••• (p. 149). 
The implication here is that the mere exercise of 
self-control represents a "sophisticated understanding" of 
and sensitivity to authority. The main thesis is that such 
experiences represent a valuable "antidote to egocentrism" 
(Steinberg, et al., 1981a). But many of the anecdotes 
described could be as easily interpreted as injurious to 
self esteem or as simply adaptation to oppressive 
experiences. No criteria are provided for making 
distinctions between healthy and destructive experiences 
with authority figures. 
While most of Greenberger and Steinberg's (1980) 
research focuses on the effects of working on other major 
settings in the adolescent's life, they do present some 
additional findings related to social relations and work. 
In comparing relations at work with relations with family 
and non-work peers, they found that workers reported 
feeling less close to their supervisors and co-workers than 
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to significant others (Greenberger, et al., 1980). The 
finding concerning supervisors was puzzling, however: the 
only person who was described as less close than 
supervisors was their favorite teacher .at school (p. 198). 
This suggests that the criteria for measuring closeness, 
e.g., willingness to discuss personal problems, may not 
have exhausted the important dimensions of closeness. For 
example, the tendency toward idealization and 
identification, i.e., to create exaggerated estimates of 
one's own potential vis a vis others and to associate one 
self closely with a group or cause, represent forms of 
psychological closeness which do not necessarily correspond 
to readiness for self-disclosure (Horney, 1966). 
Willingness to discuss personal problems is a particularly 
problematic criterion in the workplace where fear of 
retaliation by supervisors may inhibit self-disclosure. At 
the exploratory level, a primary aim of this study was to 
identify some of these important dimensions of workplace 
relations. 
Social Class and Social Cognition 
This study focuses on social class as an important 
determinant of an adolescent's interpretive framework in 
the work setting. As children move from early to late 
childhood, class background becomes increasingly important 
in shaping their self-conceptions (Rosenberg and Perlin, 
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1978; Demo and Savin-Williams, 1983) and conceptions of 
what is required normatively in the world of work 
(Hochschild, 1983). I would expect that social cognitive 
learning for working adolescents is influenced by the 
social class of their parents. I am particularly 
interested in class differences in conceptions of and 
identifications with managers, and conceptions of and 
cooperative alliances with co-workers. In the following 
section I review of literature on social class which 
explores the importance of social class in the adolescent's 
workplace. 
One of the problems that emerges while building on the 
existing literature on social class is that there is no 
general agreement on what terms such as class, middle 
class, and working class mean (see White, 1980). There 
are, however, two general ways of conceptualizing social 
class in social science research. One approach, which is 
essentially quantitative and structural, views class as 
equivalent to different strata of society as measured by a 
set of indices, e.g., income, education, prestige and 
occupational status. These groupings or strata are not 
conceptualized in terms of the interdependence or conflicts 
which characterize the relationship between social classes 
in a given society. The other main approach, derived from 
Marxist theory--and which guides this analysis--treats 
class as a social relation, specifically as social 
relations derived from the production process. Class 
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refers to 1) a common position relative to the means of 
production, i.e., ownership or extent of control over the 
production process; whether one is in the position of 
buying or selling labor power, 2) an interest different 
from and in conflict with at least one other class because 
of these differing relationships to the production process 
and 3) different cultural and social practices 
(Oppenheimer, 1985, p. 12). 
But what are the social psychological implications of 
these structural considerations? Kohn's (1977) extensive 
research on social class and psychological functioning 
provides the findings most relevant to my research 
interests, particularly in making the link between 
upbringing and the development of different social 
cognitive capacities. Kohn's criteria for making social 
class comparisons are similar to mine: he argues that 
working conditions, particularly extent of control over 
work, is the most important dimension of class in 
predicting psychological outcomes (Kohn, 1977, p. xlvi). 
Criteria in this study overlap considerably with Kohn's but 
include control over other people as an important dimension 
of social class. 
Kohn (1977) concludes that values acquired through 
work differ according to social class and that these same 
values are often transmitted to offspring. The differing 
working conditions associated with working class and middle 
class jobs - most importantly, the possibilities for 
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decision-making, freedom from close supervision, and 
intellectual complexity create different understandings of 
what is required normatively in the work world. These 
experiences influence, in turn,the lessons parents pass on 
to their children. 
Kohn's writing attempts to explain class differences 
in the workplace through an examination of rules of 
discipline in family life. The most important values 
related to class position and work are self-direction and 
conformity to external authority. Kohn (1977) found that 
individuals who had higher level jobs were more likely to 
value self-direction and that those with lower level jobs 
were more likely to value conformity to authority. At the 
same time, Kohn challenges the notion that working class 
parents induce conformity by punishing their children more 
than do middle class parents. What differs, according to 
social class, is not the frequency but the form of 
punishment. Working class parents are more likely to 
punish according to the consequences of behavior, e.g., 
when the child's behavior reaches a certain threshold of 
tolerance, whereas middle-class parents are more likely to 
punish on the basis of inferred motivation or intentions, 
e.g., whether or not the child "intended" to be destructive 
(Kohn, 1977, p. 104). This difference is believed to 
account for the greater capacity of middle class 
individuals, apparently beginning with adolescence, to 
think in more "psychological" terms about social processes 
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and to value self-direction and autonomy over conformity to 
authority {Steinberg, 1985). It is also believed to 
account for a greater tendency among middle class children 
to be attuned to the feelings of authority figures because 
compliance is more apt to be achieved by appealing to 
feelings {Bernstein, 1974). 
Kohn's {1977) research raises questions that I feel 
are as yet unanswered and as such are included among the 
aims of my study. Specifically, the relationship between 
social class and conformity to authority seems far more 
complex and contradictory than Kohn's analysis suggests. 
For example, Kohn's findings don't explain why the greatest 
support for Joseph McCarthy during the 1950s came from 
among upper-class and upper middle class voters {Hamilton, 
1972). Although working class people tend toward less 
tolerant responses on attitude surveys, they also tend to 
support more liberal candidates. The history of trade 
unionism also provides strong evidence that resistance to 
authority is more apt to come out of the working class than 
the middle class {Oppenheimer, 1985, p. 184). 
In addition, it is important to recognize that the 
same behaviors can be simultaneously acts of conformity and 
rebellion. For example, group pressure to conform to 
production rates {taboos against "rate busting") represent 
a form of group solidarity in resisting managerial control 
{Edwards, 1974). In this situation, group conformity {or, 
more positively, group cooperation) has the aim of 
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achieving self-direction and resistance to authority. So 
too, the middle class person's competitive strivings may 
appear to be self-directed behavior but may be motivated by 
those internal representations of authority figures whose 
love and approval are sought. What is key in these 
examples is the aim(s) of the behavior and the importance 
and position of relationships, i.e., the relational 
configuration in which the behavior is embedded. 
The question of the importance of the workers' 
socioeconomic class (SEC) in relation to job stress is not 
often addressed in social-psychological research. The 
notable exception is the study by Greenberger, Steinberg, & 
Vaux (1981). Using father's occupation an an index of 
socioeconomic class, results show that SEC significantly 
predicts (a) psychological distress among males, with 
middle class boys reporting fewer symptoms; and (b) 
cigarette use among females, with girls from working class 
families reporting higher use. Work status, however, is 
predictive of somatic symptoms and school absences, with 
workers reporting more school absence but fewer somatic 
symptoms than non-workers in all classes (p. 696). 
Results of epidemiological studies also provide 
support for the finding that low job status is 
psychologically stressful. Findings indicate that 
individuals of "lower" socioeconomic status, and thus lower 
job status, were more likely than higher status workers to 
exhibit psychiatric symptoms and to be hospitalized and 
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rehospitalized (Dohrenwend & Dohrenwend, 1974). 
Greenberger, et al., (1981) argue the possibility that even 
without considering the job status factor, stressful 
situations have a high prevalence in 11 l.ower" class 
environments. The authors do suggest, however, that the 
issue of job status is not incidental among working class 
concerns and "should not be dismissed as a possible source 
of stress" (p. 693). 
Adolescent Employment and Family Life 
A unique contribution to literature addressing work 
and youth has been that of Greenberger and Steinberg (1980, 
1982). Their ecological approach, while limited by its 
methodology, makes substantial progress toward an 
understanding of the nature of teenager's work and family 
life by including documentation of specific jobs teens are 
now holding and on-site behavioral observation of actual 
job activity (Greenberger, Steinberg, and Ruggiero, 1982). 
The Greenberger, et al., (1980) study presents two 
major questions: (1) which kinds of psychosocial 
development are promoted by events and interactions within 
the workplace (i.e., increased self reliance, greater sense 
of responsibility, cooperative attitudes), and (2) what 
effects does working have on events and interactions that 
take place in other settings of adolescent life? (i.e., 
effects on time spent with friends and family, or position 
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of greater autonomy within the family)? Results of the 
study addressed the later question and indicated that, not 
unexpectedly, working reduced the amount of time that an 
adolescent spent with his or her family, and reduced the 
number of times the adolescent ate dinner with his or her 
family. The study used several indices of family 
interaction to measure the quality of relationship to 
family members. The authors found no significant 
differences between workers and non-workers attributable to 
work regarding: (1) how close the adolescent felt to 
specific family members, (2) willingness to discuss 
personal problems with family members, (3) degree to which 
the adolescent was involved in decision making, and (4) the 
effect of work on family rules regarding homework, 
household chores, and social life. In addition, the 
quality of the workers' relationship with peers outside the 
workplace was found to be unimpaired by work. 
In contrast to family relationships, relationships 
with people at work were found to be far less positive than 
relationships with people outside the workplace. 
Greenberger, et al., (1980) posed two questions with regard 
to relationships with people at work: (1) Do relationships 
with people at work vary as a function of how often an 
adolescent works and for what period of time the individual 
has held the job, and, (2) How important are relationships 
with people at work relative to other relationships in the 
adolescent's life? Results indicated that although 
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relationships with people at work were far less intimate 
than those with people outside of work, work relationships 
were unaffected by number of hours spent at work or the 
length of time the adolescent had held a job. Greenberger, 
et al., (1980) also reported that young people felt less 
close to their supervisors than anyone else with the 
exception of their favorite teacher at school. They were 
less likely to talk to their supervisor at work about a 
personal problem than anyone else, again with the exception 
of their favorite teacher. 
Similarly, best friends at work were seen as being 
less intimate relationships than most other relationships 
in the adolescent's life (Greenberger, 1980). Workers 
reported roughly equal levels of intimacy with their father 
and their best friend at work, but were considerably more 
intimate with their favorite friend at work than with their 
favorite teacher. 
While the questions addressed in the literature about 
youth and work are interesting, the research methods used 
typically evoke superficial responses from the workers. 
This problem may be merely a characteristic of the use of 
quantitative measurement in survey research. In the 
Greenberger, et al., (1980) study, for example, the 
question of perceived emotional distance from the 
adolescent's employer vs. best friend or favored teacher 
is raised. While the notion of distance in these 
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relationships is interesting, its heuristic value is 
greatly increased by the possibility of a whole series of 
more in depth questions about the quality of those 
relationships. When the researcher is interested in the 
phenomenology of the experience of work, limitations of 
questionnaire data are most evident: more specifically, the 
absence of any use of follow-up questions. 
This non-phenomenological view, or one which fails to 
take account of the perceived quality of events, 
characterizes the existing literature on adolescent 
employment. This is evident, for example, in the notion of 
work as a way of acquiring self-discipline (Timpane et al., 
1976: Zajchowski, 1978). The notion of work as a path 
toward "socialization of adolescents into the adult world" 
is a view that is widely accepted as a positive aspect of 
the work experience. But, in fact, without understanding 
the opposing interests conunonly seen in the struggle 
adolescents have with work-related learning, research is 
not getting at the real question of whether this kind of 
socialization is necessarily good for teenagers. Do 
youngsters acquire this "self-discipline" through prosocial 
compliance or is it based on the fear children acquire of 
authority? Is it based on a sense of the protective 
aspects of authority figures or on a sense of the 
repressive aspects of authority? In the same way, I might 
be more interested in the particulars of the potential 
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struggle adolescents have with routine work rather than the 
simple reporting of its "effects." The lack of any clear 
data addressing the issue of workers' perception of the 
structure of work or their patterns of resistance to work 
demands presents a potential new area of field research. 
In this study, I raise questions about the quality of 
social understanding teens acquire in the workplace. Do 
class differences play a significant role in the 
adolescent's response to the work or her expectations for 
self-development? What are the contributions of the 
family's social class to the adolescent worker's 
perceptions of the intrinsic rewards of work? Given the 
existing limitations of questionnaire research on 
adolescent employment taped interviews were used in this 
study. Interview data were useful in two ways. First, it 
provided qualitative answers for research questions one 
through six (see Appendix A). Second, it provided data 
which was analyzed quantitatively to test the set of 
hypotheses described below. 
While the predictions formulated in this study emerge 
from research into adult social class, they are essentially 
exploratory and reflect the exploratory nature of the 
study. I began with two predictions. First, using social 
class as the predictor variable in crosstabulation with 
responses to questions regarding relationships with 
co-workers, I tested the hypothesis that adolescents from 
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working class families would be more cooperative and 
adolescents from managerial and entrepreneurial families 
would be more competitive in their stances toward 
co-workers. This prediction grows from Kohn's research 
described earlier suggesting that class background is 
influential in forming the interpretive framework an 
adolescent carries into the workplace. Kohn (1977) asserts 
that is is largely the differential effects of discipline 
and family work structure which account for social class 
differences such as those I expect. In addition, working 
class workers are more economically dependent on the jobs 
they have and enjoy less mobility than middle class workers 
(Nelkin and Brown, 1984; Garson, 1977). Second, I expected 
that middle class (managerial/ entrepreneurial family 
origins) adolescents would express more positive or 
idealized conceptions of managerial authority and that 
working class adolescents would be more critical or 
ambivalent toward managerial authority. This prediction 
was also tested using social class as the predictor 
variable and crosstabulated with responses to questions 
regarding relationships with managers. Here, too, the 
prediction emerges from the research Kohn presents which 
suggests that adult workers in middle class positions 
report a greater affiliation with managerial authority 
whereas working class respondents are more likely to report 
allegiance to authority (following the letter of the law) 
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while their underlying feelings reflect ambivalent or 
Several comparisons were critical values (Kohn, 1973). 
made post-facto in this study. In an effort to explore the 
potential importance of job need and age in forming 
workers' values at work, I ran follow-up crosstabulations 
using job need and age as predictors. I reasoned that 
working for survival vs. extra money might indeed influence 
the respondent's view of work with regard to, for example, 
willingness to tolerate unfairness. The crosstabulations 
using age as a predictor, while also exploratory, did 
emerge from research described earlier suggesting that 
adolescent work is detrimental to the development of adult 
role aspirations. Questions about the acquisition of the 
detrimental effects are as yet unanswered. I sought to 
develop some ground work for a study of the age differences 
in attitudes toward work. 
CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
Participants 
Participants were forty female nonrnanagerial 
employees between the ages of 15 and 20 years (mean=l7 
years) who work part-time at one of eight McDonald's 
franchise stores in the Portland, Oregon area. There were 
three reasons for forming an all-female sample. First, 
McDonald's hires primarily female service workers. Second, 
I wanted to eliminate gender as a source of variance in the 
findings. And third, I was particularly interested in 
women and service sector work. In order to make class 
comparisons, participants were drawn from stores in both 
predominantly middle class and predominantly working class 
neighborhoods. (Managers tend to draw on the immediate 
area in hiring entry level employees). My aim was to form 
two groups of equal size: one group comprised of 
adolescents from working class families (N=20) and another 
group of adolescents from middle class families (N=20). 
One long-standing area of debate within the Marxist 
literature concerns the nature and political importance of 
the distinction between the middle and working classes. 
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While a review of these debates is beyond the scope of this 
paper, it is important to specify the basis for my own 
criteria in making class comparisons. One issue is whether 
or not professional and technical workers who, like other 
workers, have to sell their labor power to employers, are 
part of the working class or part of the middle class, 
i.e., small business owners, entrepreneurs and managers. 
This is partly a political question because it concerns the 
readiness of these nonmanagerial professional and technical 
workers, who are in an ambiguous and contradictory class 
position, to form political alliances with other workers 
(see: Aronowitz, 1973; Oppenheimer, 1985). While this 
remains an important theoretical and empirical issue, I 
agree with those researchers who use ownership and control 
as the primary criteria in defining class location rather 
than ambiguous terms such as "professional status" or 
"white collar work" (Kohn, 1973; 1977; Aronowitz, 1973; 
Edwards, 1979). Thus, nonmanagerial professional and 
technical workers who are not self-employed are included in 
our working class group. Small business owners, 
self-employed professionals, managers and administrators 
are considered middle class here in that they have a degree 
of control over their own work and that of others which 
sets them apart f rom--and sometimes in conflict 
with--working class people. At the same time, we recognize 
the potential for ambiguous and overlapping positions that 
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adheres in making class distinctions. 
Determination of social class standing, thus, was 
based on the work history of the subjects' parents and 
judged using 3 criteria: (1) supporting parent's 
occupation, 2) managerial-entrepreneurial vs. 
nonmanagerial supervisory or worker status, (3) salary vs. 
wage income. Research participants were all nonmanagerial 
food-service employees. 
Procedure 
Pretesting. Eight practice interviews were 
tape-recorded drawing on participants selected from a pool 
of Psychology 204 students currently attending Portland 
State University. All pretest participants met the 
criteria stated for use in the actual data collection and 
were informed of the voluntary nature of their 
participation. Practice interviews were used to refine the 
interview schedule and develop greater ease of 
administration. 
Recruitment of Participants. Participants were 
recruited by Dr. Janice Haaken and myself during on-site 
visits at the eight McDonald's stores. Access to the 
restaurants was authorized by franchise owner, w.c. 
Gilbert. Consent was given to contact the managers at the 
9th and Alder, West Burnside, Beaverton-Hillsdale, Cedar 
--i 
i 
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Hills, Aloha, N.W. 185th, and Hillsboro McDonald's stores 
for the purpose of on-site scheduling of interviews and 
informal observations of the work activity. Our strategy 
for recruiting participants was as follows. First, we 
attempted to interact as little as possible with store 
managers to avoid the appearance of an alliance with 
management. {In our experience, this is extremely 
important.) Second, we sought permission from on-site 
managers to wait in the employee lounge which provided the 
only reasonable place for discussing the study with 
potential participants and soliciting participation. As 
employees came in during their breaks, we explained who we 
were, making a point of clarifying that we were not 
connected with the corporation or with management. Third, 
we emphasized our stance as "learners." For example, we 
typically said something like the following: "Many people 
in universities have written articles about teenagers who 
work--whether its good or bad for teenagers to work. Most 
of the people who have done these studies haven't really 
talked with teenagers about their work experiences and how 
they feel about them. We're interested in doing that." 
After explaining the study, potential participants (under 
20 years of age or having turned 20 within the last three 
months while having worked at McDonald's for at least a 
year) were asked if they would be willing to be contacted 
by one of the researchers for a one to one and a half hour 
interview. All participants were asked to provide prior 
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written consent for the interviews. In addition, parental 
consent was obtained for participants under the age of 18. 
The consent form appears in Appendix B. 
Interviews were tape recorded and conducted at a site 
of the participant's choosing. All interviews were 
conducted by the second author, a clinically-trained 
psychology graduate student, over a period of 10 months. 
Tape recordings were identified in code prior to 
transcription. Table I lists the questions selected for 
the interview. Appendix A outlines the initial strategy 
for question selection. Questions covering standard 
demographic information and questions which probed four 
areas sequentially were presented: 1) reasons for seeking 
work and the nature of the work, 2) relations with 
coworkers and managers, 3) conceptions of organizational 
structure, and 4) parents occupations and family 
experiences related to work. Standard practice was used to 
keep participants blind to the research hypotheses and to 
the predictor variable, i.e., social class. 
Data Analysis. Content analysis of the tape recorded 
interview material proceeded as follows. First, as the 
study progressed, I reviewed the responses to questions 
concerning parents' employment in order to assure a 
distribution of two equal size groups (this influenced our 
choices of stores in which to recruit participants). I did 
end up with two groups of twenty participants (N=40). 
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Sociological experts were consulted in judging social 
class, based on criteria discussed earlier. All interviews 
were transcribed with subsequent data analysis involving 
written transcriptions. The second phase involved careful 
reading of the transcribed material to identify dominant 
themes related to my theoretical interests. The third 
phase involved content analysis of the interview material 
on an item by item basis. Table II lists questions used in 
the data analysis and defines the subsequent category 
content. Responses to 22 key interview questions were 
selected on the basis of thematic content. Specific 
conceptual categories were then identified, and criteria 
for selection elaborated, which allowed ratings to be made 
of all forty responses to each question. All categories 
were mutually exclusive and exhaustive in order to permit 
categorization of all responses. A two-way chi square test 
was done, using the factors of the adolescent's social 
class and the thematic categories associated with each 
question. Table III (p. 66) provides a statistical summary 
of the findings. 
Categories were sometimes collapsed from complex (2 x 
3 or larger) to simple contingency tables (2 x 2) using two 
criteria. First, the complex table needed to yield results 
near enough to the .05 level to suggest that reducing 
variation due to the number of degrees of freedom would 
strengthen the results significantly. Secondly, two or 
more existing categories needed to be related in such a way 
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as to be mutually nonexclusive such that two or more 
categories could be retitled as one category. If the 
existing categories failed to lend themselves easily to 
retitling, the row or column accounting for the greatest 
chi square value was singled out and known as category #1 
while the remaining categories were retitled as a single 
category, #2, or "other." Crosstabulations were then 
statistically reanalysed. 
Rater reliability. This statistic was calculated 
using procedures appropriate to nominal data. Two raters 
from a pool of undergraduate level psychology students at 
Portland State University were trained and asked to make 
independent category choices from the transcribed interview 
material on a subject by subject, item by item basis. Both 
raters were blind to the hypotheses of the study. 
Percentage of agreement was calculated using Cohen's Kappa 
statistic (Sacket, 1978) and ranged from .72 to .94. Final 
category selection was based on raters' agreements; 
disagreements were settled by the researchers. Appendix D 
provides a summary of the reliability profile. 
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TABLE I 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
:B!:ckgrouirl ~estiCJlS 
1 • lbw old are you? AGE 
2. lbw long have you worla:d at M:ill:mald' s? llNGlli 
3. lbw did you choose kfunald' s for work? 
4. At the time you applied, what choices did you have for work? 
5. Wlzy" did you decide t.o fin:i a job at all? WHY JOB 
6. At the time you applied, what did you e.x:p:!Ct it liOUld be like working there? 
Tasks am Training 
7. What k:ini of training were you given initially? 'IRAIN 
s. ]):iscribe the order of the tasks that you learned during the training period? 
9. Tell me anything you :rananber about your early reactions t.o the training. (social 
am technical) RF.Am' 
10. What was your first assjgtment? ]):iscriptions of work activity. 
11 • In the course of your dey what opportlmi ties are there t.o learn new thlDgs? I.EARN 
12. What ldJ::rls of decisions can you make about lx>w t.o do the work? ~IIE --
OrganizatiCl'lal Struc'tllre 
13. lbw do people move t.o a higher level job? MJVE 
14. lbw far up would you like t.o move? --
Social Relaticns Witti Co-workers 
15. ]):iscribe your interactions with other snployees. CCJ#CEK 
16. Can you tell me anything you remember about your early feelings t.o the other 
employees? 
17. What ldJ::rls of thillgs naie you feel gocrl about your job? GOOD 
18. What ldJ::rls of thillgs bothered you about your job? BAD 
Social relaticns Witti Mamganent 
19. lbw is ttiis store related t.o the the corporation? 
2'.). lbw do the owners influecce what goes ai. at the store? 
21 • What do you as an employee mean t.o the owners? MEAN 
22. What differences are there between in-store mamgers aIXi :frarehise supervisors? 
23. Can you tell me anything you remember about your early feelings about the in-st.ore 
man:igers? 
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~ 
24. Can you tell me an;ything you rananber about your early feelings about the f'ranch:ise 
supervisors? 
25. What is the store mamger' s job? 
a>. lb you think there is a need for a manager'? 
Z7. What would it be like without a manager'? 
23. r@scribe your interactions with the mamgemmt. IlllMAN 
29. lbw do they get people to do things? 
~. Are there incentives the CCll1pilzy' offer you to work lmUer'? 
Organizatioml Structure aIXi Change 
31. Are there tbiDgs that you do to make your job eesier, more interesting, or piSS the 
time? F.ASE 
32. Are there things you can do with the other workers that make your job better in acme 
way? JEl'l'ER 
33. What kinds of things do you do after wo:rl& 
34. lb Elllployees have an organized way of talking about their conce:ms ~ fran the 
mamganmt? 
35. Are there things about the job ldri.ch seen unfair or are not right? UNFAIR 
36. lb you think the J;BY aIXi benefits are fair? 
"57. lbw would you deal with unfairness in your wo:rl& !EAL 
'3· lily is it I'lm the way it is? WHY --
39. Describe acme weys in lllhich your workplace could be made a better place to wo:rl& 
IMProVE 
40. lbw would that happen? 
41. lily do you think there is no. Elllployees' tm.ion at kl)x>ald' s? UNION 
42. lb you think these ki.Ids of jobe are gocxi for teenagers? --
43. What about autb:>rity do you learn at this job? 
44. lb you think there is a greater use of ci8arettes, drugs aIXi alcohol SDCEg working 
teeulgers? 
Fanily Life aIXi Work 
45. What kiid of work do your pu-ents do? (ki.Id of work, salary or lll8ge, self-Employed, 
level of supervisicn) CLASS 
46. lbw do you think your pu-ents feel about their jo'be? 
47. What about the way you were raised influecced how you hardle your job? 
48. What jobe or respoosibilities did you have at lune? 
49. What happmed if you didn't do those things'? CON 
50. Is there an;ything you would change about the rules for work at b::me? 
51. Were there t.hings that you learned at lune that helped you when you startEd working 
outside? HEIP 
52. What do you think your J;Bl"8Jlts want you to get out of the ~riecce of working as a 
teemger'? 
53. What do you imagine yourself doing when you are older'? 
54. In what weys do you see Jikitinald' s prepu-ing you to do that? 
55. What do your pmmts expect you will be doing as an adult? 
• Words in upper case dewte code word used in the amlysis. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
'lhe following table describes the categorizing of respcrises to the questions actually 
used in the aml.ysjs. Respooses to qµestiCllS oot appearing here were oot used in the 
crosstabulation am are am:ma.riy,ed in apperrlix A. 
Respaaient"' s kkgroum 
Q1 : Im old are you? AGE + * 1. 16 years 
Q2: ~ loog }Eve you worked at kDomld"' s? IEID'lli 
1. 1 m. 2. 1 m. - 1 yr. 
3. 1-2 yrs. 4. 2 yrs. 
Q5: lbw" did you cla>ee &llllald"' s for work? WHYJOB + * 
1 • &trvi val, tes:ic illOane. 
2. 16 years 
"I wanted to be able to prt uzyself ••• to be able to live en my own." 
"If I get my hours cut, I can't ~my bills." 
2. Extra bey, college savings. 
"I wanted my own morsy ••• speoiiDg mooey." 
"I needed to get n:mey for college." 
3. Self developnent. 
"It gives me time to tb:i.nk things out •• • evens my time out." 
"I wanted to get out of the lx>use ••• to work away fran hane." 
'lBak Orientation am the Tra:ining Period 
qf: What k:iirl of training were you given init:i.ally? 'lRAIN * 
Q9: Tell me aeytbing you MllElllber aoout your early reectiaJS to the training. REAOl' * 
* 1 • TeclDical: 
Reeix:oients in this category describe the mechanical aspects of the training period, 
e.g., bow the machinery works. These workers focus cn the technical structure of the 
tasks without an affective canpcnent. 
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"I didn't like doing freDch fries. '1he wey they do the french fries is reel1y k:inia 
stupi.d." 
" ••• when you get up there aIXi say you"' re doing fumch fries ••• the holding time ••• its 
seven m:inutee ••• aIXi when it goes off you just tum it off." 
2. other: 
'1he three subthemea in this category, canpetitive, EEthlsiastic, aIXi critical, seem to 
reflect evaluative canponenta. Canpetitim, for eumple, implies an evaluaticn of 
another"' s perfonoance relative to me"' s own. Elst.ablishing an overall thEmatic bl.em of 
these aibthanee, however, was aban:ioned. Hecce, the category "other" p:radaninates. 
"When I first st.arted, I didn"' t think I was going to get along with anyOOdy." 
"I trought it was really hard. Like when you make mistakes, they really cane down 
hard Cll youo II 
"It was really exciting "'cause it was new. I like a challenge." 
*&:me categories as for questim 117 
Q11 : In the course of your day, lihat opportunities are there to learn new things? !EARN 
1. Foous m Problems: 
Rsepcolents here identify lmTiers, i.e., managerial interest in keepjng wrkers 
unskilled or maintaining IIIBlEgeI'ial ccntrol over the labor process, favorit:ian, 
prejulice, misuse of incentives by managers, inadequate tra:in:i.Dg. 
"It depeais m your marE1ger. )t)st maIEgel"S dm"'t want to teach you aeything that 
they don"' t think you need to know o II 
"1o\y experience has been that the m1y wey you learn aeythlng extra is to cane in en 
your off time." 
2. Focus m Potential: 
'lhese workers identify the possibility for leaming social skills, i.e., how to talk to 
people, row to get aloog with people; technical skills, i.e., grill tElnperature, sl"Sk:e 
mh ingredients, how to tally waste sheets; ani/or managerial skills, i.e., calling for 
:cewly prepi:rad food (calling shots), an:i/or openi.Dg aIXi closing the store. 
"If you work at ~d"' s, you get to interact with the p.ibl.ic. You learn bow to 
deal with the p.ibl.ic." 
"You learn how to run the cash register, aIXi to "call shots," make shake mh aIXi 
stuff like that." 
Q13: How do people move to higter level joOO'? KJVE * 
1. Sane Kwwledge of Hierarccy: 
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Respcoient offers sane knowledge of the hierarchical structure. Bespco:ients in this 
category fell mto two ai1:8roup3· 
a. '!he i;x>tential for moving up is minimal, i.e., prc:motian 1:esed en inlividual 
merit is very imli.ke1y. Mau:iganent is reluctant to move crew to mamganent J;X>si tiCllB. 
Generally pessimistic about Eetuaily moving up. 
b. Pra:ootion is 1:esed en In:iividual .Merit: Upiard mobility deper:rlent ai the 
abilities am motivation of the in:lividual, or the extent or lE!lgth of ex:peri~. 
"'!here's really not much you can do. Just work harder am harder, get faster am 
faster am then you get a raise. ~ up is wt really i;x>ssible." 
" , he praooted two glzyS who used to be anployees. lbw they are ooth managers 
am they are also really goo:i frienis of his. Plus, his wife, who was his fi.ance at 
the time, becElne a mamger." 
2. No knowledge, does not know, no explamtions given. 
"I really dai't kmw ••• r dcn't want to be a mamger." 
Social Relations With ~ent am Ger-Workers 
Q15: Describe your interactions with other employees. CO#CEK 
1. CCJiflictive: 
Resp::n:ients here rei;x>rt sane E111Dtional invee1ment in relationshi~ with co-workers, i.e., 
desire for closeness or very interested in co-workers, but they are aware of sane 
oootacle or terrier. '!he terrier~ be :i;sychological, inte~rsacal or organizational. 
They describe feeling angry with co-workers, "persomlity caiflicts, n "blowing up" at 
people or sane up:iettillg situation which interfered with achieving closeness with 
co-workers. This category does not incl.me respooses 'Where co-workers are up3et am/ or 
'Where respcoient takes pleasure in or justifies sane 00-vantage over co-workers. 
"If you make a miatake ••• they never forgive you •••• They are just staming there 
wai tllJg for you to take a fhll.." 
"I've alllleyB had a ha.rd time getting alacg with girls am lQIIE!Il. I never really had 
frier.xis at school. (At work) most of the girls are older ••• am I feel that if I eam 
their respect, then they'll do the same. n 
2. Close, cooperative: 
Resp::n:ient describes raving "fun" with co-workers, helping each other, sharing, being a 
"team," getting together outside of work or living together, being like a "fan:Uy." 
'"Iou alllleyB ldnfa have a J;X>Sitive outlook ... cause you know you mve t.o work with them 
eo, you know, you try to make frieaia. n . 
"'llley were all really nice am tried t.o make me feel canfortable ••• am they worked 
with me and answered all of Dzy" dunb questions." 
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3. Canpeti tive or Aloof: 
Resparxient describes interactions as friEDily rut emotionally distant, or all'Llies to 
feeling superior to co-vorlcers or looking down en thsn. WhEll describing co-vorlcers in 
p:isitive tenns, implies social p:>liteness, e.g., "people are very nice," "I say Hi to 
everyore." Little evi.deme of reel SDOtioml inves1ment in relatiaiship:J with 
co-workers. 
"I feel kinia tad about it, when I came I was older than everybody. I had been to a 
year of college so I was Id.Dia looking down rey mse at everybody." 
"I could tell ~t BWaiY" who were t.be snobs am who t.be sqy people am who were the 
ones that didn't want to get their f.il'.lgers greesy. You had to leem to vorlc arouirl 
it if you wanted to get in." 
Q17: What k::ilds of things do you like ab:>ut your job? GOOD 
1. Rewrds are derived fran mamggnmt or hierarctv: 
Respcm.mt describes SDOtioml or social rewanis fran mauigers or canpuojng herself 
favorably, vis a vis co-workers. ~ express feeling aiperior to co-workers. Liking to 
be ccmplim.ented by mamgers. This does mt i.ncl.W.e benefits such as t:ime off, extra 
break time, increase in wges lihere no mention is made of their s,ymb:>lic meaning, e.g., 
"It made me feel awreciated." 
"Getting a good pit en t.be lEck (fran t.be managers.)" 
"Like running the bin during lwx:h and afterwanls having the manager cane up am tell 
you that you did a gooi job." 
2. Rewards derived fran interactions with co-workers or custaners: 
Reports feeling good ab:>ut getting a snile fran a custaner, joking aroun:i with co-vorlcers 
am custaners. 
''You meet a lot of kids here am if you make thEln snile it feels good to you too." 
"If I please the custaner, that makes me feel gocxi." 
3. Rewrds derived fran intrinsic aspects of t.be job: 
Describes feeling good ab:>ut being fast, canpleting a difficult task, being able to 
dElllCllStrate "knowing a lot." 
"When I do a good job ••• when I get t.be food ready really quick." 
"Well, whEll I heard there was going to be a test ••• worlcing breakfast was a test am 
it felt good to bear people sayi.Dg it was going to be tough am it was a cballenge." 
4. .Rewards derived fran extrinsic aspects of the job: 
Rssp::oient reports seeing no value beyaxi getting wges, breaks, dBiYB off or preferred 
b:>urs. 
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"Nothing makes me feel good except getting the check aDi dep:>siting it." 
'°Well, I've been here a laig time ••• I just look forwan:l to going b::me at ni8ht." 
Q18: What ldnis of tirings lx>thered you about your job? BAD 
1 • Focus Cll people or relatiCllShii:s with people: 
Reepcoient report.a being lx>thered by mamganent/hierarchy am/or coworlc:ers/custaners. 
RespaxiEllt mey describe feeling ca:itrolled or exploited by mamgers. Being called in 
~tedly, mamgers overlooking break allocation arii/ or lllEIIlBgElll9[t overlooking the 
b!s:ic needs of the workers, e.g., the callitiCll of the break roan, re:IE.r of facilities 
or 111EChines in the store. In aiditian, they mey mention getting a rude remark frcm a 
custaner, other workers being too lx>ssy or unfrimily, other workers not p!lling their 
own weight, workers ccmplaini™1: too llllCh about the work or oon:litions of work. 
"You get really frustrated 'cause you work so laig ari1 hard am '!BVer get sny 
appreciation for it." 
"People that down talk kDomld's" 
2. Focus Cll the work: 
Reepcn:ients here are lx>thered by evE11ts/activitiee involving intrinsic or extrinsic 
aspects of the job, e.g., JBCe too fast, training practice am/or time allom for 
tra:i.ni.Dg is aeai as inadequate. 'llley are lx>thered by their own~i.mitations, e.g., making 
too many mistakes, wt being able to keep up with the worlc. Respoodents mey mention 
being dissatisfied with low wages, missed or shortened breaks due to a sudden rush, not 
getting days off or preferred murs. --
"Being rushed through the tra:i.ni.Dg. 'lhere's a lot even now that I don't know row to 
do." 
"'lhe fact that it WIS fast ari1 it l'sd to be fast." 
3. Not lx>thered by aeythi.ng alx>ut the job: 
"Nothing much ••• I'm j\Et glad to be working instead of sitting b::me in front of the 
TV." 
Q21 : 'What do you as an employee meen to the ma:rEg9Dent? MFAN 
1 • Elploi ti ve: 
'lhe Ellqilasis in this category is Cll 111BIEg911ent as having the sole interest in making 
momy off the workers. 'lhe worker here feels little :ra::iprocal depeoieccy fran 
IIEIIEgElllEllt. Feels easily replaced or d.ispEESable. 
"(laughing) Diddly squat! 'Ibey can di.spEES9 witti me acytime. They dCll't ~. You 
l'E.ve a little mnber ari1 'when they are through with you, they give your m.mber to 
acmeane else." 
"Nothing ••• because I'm pirt of a chain ari1 there's a certain group of ts that worlc 
together ... like a well-oiled lllECbire." 
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2. Eicploitive depemeccy: 
'1he Ollllers use the workers rut also deperxi en than. Ebq:basis here not so DL1Ch en being 
replaceable as en providing skills or services upcn which IllBlEgElllEnt depeais. This 
relationship is described. as a pu'BSitic, unequal, or ax:ploitive ene. 
"I"'m an employee ani I"'m there to have a snile en rey face at all times am look happy 
ani do ltbat they need me to do." 
"Cedar Hills does the most volune rut I den' t tlrink they really care about that." 
3. Persaml deperxiea:y-: 
.loB:Egers or OOllJBI\Y described. as need:iDg mr as an individual. Workers ma,y see 
tlenselves as an artElllSien of the owners, e.g., "We keep the store going for than, he 
needs us to be there or we balp the store wrlc." 'lhere ism mention here of canfl.ict or 
exploitatien. '1be respco:iEllt ma,y mmticn striving to danCJ'.lStrate depeo:iability to owners 
or feeling exceptionally cared for. 
"I tlrink we are pretty valuable to then ••• they make the rules ani we worlc for 
then ••• I think they have to watch row they treat us. 'llley" can't afford to have 
twenty J;SOple up ani quit en than." 
"Well, I called in sick a lot last year aIXi they didn't can me. I guess rm pretty 
:important if they did that." 
4. Ambiguoos/ don't know: 
Er::presses vague or CCllflicting aentimelts or doesn't express an opinion. 
"I den't know ••• they replaced uq check when I lost it ••• so I gueas they care ••• ru.t 
then ••• I don't really know." 
Q'23: Can you tell me anything you I'Elll9llber about your early feeliDgs about the in-store 
manager'? MANAGE 
1 • Cri ti.cal: 
Respaxient describes JDBDBgers as um:iecessary. Reports that they do mt balp out when 
needed or that tbay den' t do much. Mamgers ma,y be viewed as abusive. This does mt 
:illclooe cri ticians of upper mamganmt when cri ticians are limited to defeo:iing middle 
lllBll9gEll1Ellt, e.g., "'llley took rur good mamgers away." 
"Jtr first feeling ws about what they do. bt of the crew p;10ple do the wrlc, you 
kmw. 'Wlzy are they there? Am, ooe time, I asked then, I said, "You're a maIEger, I 
mean you hardly do aeything." He said, "Well, if a situation arises that's really 
ha.rd to handle, I"'ll be respaisi.ble." 
"He ree.l.ly gets en uq nerves because ba says if you ll!lllt a ~ off in advance, pit a 
mte in uq box aIXi I"'ll try to give you that ~ off, so you pit a mte in his box 
aIXi he alWSiYB schedules you for that dBi}'. You ask him about it aIXi he says he never 
got the mte. So he goes aIXi looks for it arxi it's still in the box. It's like he 
never even looks for it." 
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2. A:ffilial: 
Respcment reports wanting to be liked by managers as :tr.i.eais. 'lhe enq:hasis mre is en 
affection for m&Egers, persoml attaclment, flirtatiCllS, repeated E111Jilasis en 
:tr.i.EDilmess. Jt!a3r be angry about witbirawal. of affection or describe feeling llp39t about 
being yelled at. Canpeti ti.en with co-worlcers for IDBIEgerial status is also incl.med 
here. 
"He said, "I have a gocrl feeling about you. You have a nice snile." 'lhat made me 
feel really gocrl. I felt that he was the most personable of all the IDBIEgers, aDi 
that m really wanted to help; wanted me to like work:i.ng there. n 
"They were really 5UW0rtive because I had no frien:is there. was ree.lly 
nice. He helped me out a lot, aDi he was my friElld aDi wanted me to be canfort.able 
aDi made sure that I was CK. He said if I had aey problems with acybody that I could 
just cane aDi tell him." 
3. Cautious: 
Respcnients emJilasiz.e getting alcmg bit also report feeling scared. "'lhey wre nice rut 
kept an eye en you." 'Hey may menticn having to be nice to get more scheduled hours of 
wo?X. 
''Well, they wre helpful in a way rut al.so really more bossy. I didn't really 
un:ierstand aeythlng, I didn't koow sane thlllgs, so I had to keep an OpEll mim.. I 
didn't want to get mad at acy'oody, cause I get mad at people essy." 
"I was a little intimidated. rlhai you first start a job, mamgers are almost scary 
sort of. You know, you better not do this or that or the manager's gonna catch you 
aDi you're going to get in trouble." 
"I was kind of scared of mr. E..\rery time she'd cane through the door I'd spill 
sanething. I was afraid of getting en her OOd side." 
Q28: Describe your interactions with the managers. lNilt1AN * 
1. Positive or idealized: 
Respcments express the need for having saneane "in charge," or for developing persaoal 
frien:ishi:ES with mamgers, (as dis"t:imt fran just "friendliness"). There is idealized 
quail ty about the :respocxient' s :image of hierarcey. 'lhey seEm to t.ake pleasure in 
flirtaticn with IDBIEgers, bell:lg like fa:n:Uy. 
"I can call him up if there is a question, at lune even. If we have aanething wrong 
that's a persoml problE111 ••• I like that feeling that there is saneane there for me in 
case saneth:i.ng happens." 
"Ch, the store manager is just like IBd, he's the big, you know. It's really nice to 
have a mamganent teen that you can ree.lly feel close to." 
2. Other: 
a. Fbmal. canpliBnce: 
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Reepcuient describes an ability to get alocg with managers, or a "friendliness" with 
managgnent as oi:p:>sed to a "fri.Ellis" or special relatiCllSh:i.p. 
"With the mamgers it"' s more of a l«>rking relationship than with the crew people, llllx> 
are more your friends. Sane people are reaJ.1y gocxi friends with the 
managers ••• really close." 
"I wrk with most of the mamgers gocxi ••• most of the time ••• all rut .. • 'Ibey 
den"' t uaia1ly BB::f aeyth:ing to me arxl. I just try to get alCllg vi th than. - . -
b. Avoidant or cri ti.cal: 
.Ree!arlents report attempts to stay out of the way of mamgers. &nagers are seen as 
bBving the potential. for taking out :f'rustratiCllS en the workers. Worker describes more 
negative interactions, describes being mre canfortable or friendly with co-workers than 
OOsses· 
"Cile time, this mamger went out of the store am left with a rush am didn't lx>ther 
to get us help or arzyth.:i.Dg. We were short 2 people arxl. he just left. That got me 
really mOO. arxl. I told the district mamger." 
"You feel a distance between you am the mamger. I feel like they just take 
mvantage of their position arxl. slack of'f." 
Organizational Structure am Change 
Q31: Are there things that you can do to make your job easier in sane way? EASE 
1. Ehlotioml/Social. Resistances: 
Resp:llS9S fell into tl«> SU~: 
a. .Elnotion ~ent: .Ree!arlents report maintaining oontrol over their om 
Elll.OtiW3, they "try not to lose it." Try to "get alaig" with everyOCdy. 'Ibey report 
leami.ng not to care about the q_uali ty of the work am try to avoid wtch.ing the clock. 
"There are sane things you have to just ignore. You have to leem not to get IDOO.." 
''Not wtch the clock ••• not get wrapped up in how the work is done right or 
noog ••• and mw I just have such a l:ight attittd.e. I just do m;y job arxl. kiirla keep 
to nzyself ••• talk 1D p:iople rut not let M::llicald"'s beccme m;y ldlole life." 
b. Social Interacti<D with co-workers or custaners: These respcrrlents report 
learn:il:Jg to l«>rk 'lxlgether as a team by creating teem f!!Ee strategies to lighten the 
pressure. Macy report, for emaple, doubling up to lessen the pressure of the J6C9• The 
practice of "doubling up" is often resent~ by IllSD8gSllent llllx>, unless the l«>rk is 
restruc1lll'ed, is foreed to bare the sight of unoccupi~ workers. 
"Q:ice in awhile tl«> people will do the same job. 'lllat helJE a little ••• rut it's 
lEsically reaJ.1y boring vhEm it"' s not busy." 
"Well, since we are all really close we can laugh am joke am when me of us is in a 
b3d mood the other can bring us out of it." 
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2. TechDical Resistance: 
a. Resisting or al ter:i:cg the plCe or nature of work: Respcments keep busy by 
s'taiYing ahead of the worl!/:i;ace. Respc:oients try tolook busy or look for liBYB to "get 
awizy- fran it all," fini things to do before being told to do sanething. 'lhey ma;y l"eJX)rt 
developing shortcuts, altering prescribed order of tasks. · 
"Keep busy ••• it makes the time p;ISS faster ••• fin:i cxids am EIXis to do." 
b. Respc:oients describe al terillg the nature of work: developing a personal 
pride in the work. 
"You can aanetimes, if its slow, clean things really well." "If you're a good 
worker, you'll stay busy." "I like it when it's busy." 
Note: Care was taken to differentiate between "being busy" am ''keeping busy." llie 
fonner is a "18C0" resistance, the latter a caitrol over :i;ace and emotional resistance, 
being "out of the mauigers eye." 
Q32: Are there things that you can do with the other wrkers that make your job better in 
sane way? Bm'OO 
1. Close/Coopn'Btive: 
Reep:o:lents here report attempting to develop ::i;ositive a:notional ties with their 
oo-workers. They l"eJX)rt trying to help each other out, share personal problans, share 
expressions of rostility against kfrmld's. Work:ing as a team is inclooed here when 
this is described as a fom. of Emotional suwcrt or reciprocity, e.g., "I help her and 
she hel:i;E me." Sane respa:xients express dissatisfaction with caiq:eti tion in or outside 
the workplace. 
"If sc:meoo.e ms problElllS, you b3lp them out. 'lhey're friems. Sanetimes they're 
short of ma:ey or in a bind airl you help them out ••• lem them ma:ey. Sane are young 
am if they need advice ••• I get asked advice a lot." 
"We do things in tEell work mstead of inlividuaJ.s, it's a lot funner, and even if you 
make a gane out of it. You race against each other." 
2. Aloof/Disdainful or Functional .lmiability: 
Reep:o:lents here report att8apts to avoid getting en the "bid side" of cxrworkers or 
ccmp1.ainiDg alx>ut oo-workers. The a:rqilasis is en trying to "get ala:ig" vi th oo-workers, 
trying to develop better wrk:il'.Jg relations. nie canpmy bmeball team was the primary 
emnple given of the effort p.it forth in this regard, though the :interactioo was mt 
alweys considered JX)Sitive. Sane respa:xients aeEmed to EKljoy the caiq:etition more than 
cooperative close relatiCl'.lSbi J;E; sane were critical of oo-workers that didn't work as 
well or as hard. lliere W8S often little desire for :interaction. "Getting to know :ESC>ple 
ma;y be merely a wizy- of avoidll:ig boredan." 
"You have to llOrk together. 'llla.t's l:esically it. You know, ya just rave to get 
ala:ig airl work -qether. The bmeball teen is a good idea even though it's such 
l1 • 
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harsh ccm:retition c:nce you get out there. I don't know what mppeos ax:e we get rut 
there, "'cause we are such gooi frieo:ls whm we start ••• SD:i thm we get out there arxi, 
ya know, "You should have caught that fly l:all ••• we just get ll8i at each other cause 
we den' t win." 
Q35: Are there thlngs about the job llhich seem UDfair or are not right? UNFAlR * 
1. Elcploitatian ooncems: 
Respc:a:xlents in this group were critical of speed up;1, the reduniancy of the work, cutting 
of mu.rs, having to work off the clock, am/or the imdequacy of the food allowance. 
Favoritism was included here when the respcnient identified feeling pitted against 
another worker or when the reesCES for favori tlan are unspecified. Also included were 
respooses to feeling oppressed, i.e., being in a service position. 
"People getting more· :txJurs than you when ou' re equal and mt getting more favors. 
'lhat' s mt fair." 
0 Yeeh ••• them hiriDg so lllBI\Y people am ••• not giving 'sn EllOUgh oours. If they 
wouldn't hire so mmzy people they ooul.d give "'un the 00urs ••• have you heard al:Dut 
that?" 
2. Interpersooal cxmcems or Dal-critical: 
a. Reports of mt being treated nicely, being yelled at, wanting to be preferred 
by IDBI13gers over co-vorlcers were included here. 
b. Ncncri ti.cal. 
"I think it's UDfair that sane of the mamgers are really ruie ••• even though you try 
so bard ••• they' re still really rude ••• am you can't ever really f!B.Y" what you feel." 
"I don't really think there is anything UDfair." 
Q37: lbw would you deel with tmfairness in your work? DF.AL ** 
1 • Talk to mamgers: 
Reepco:ients in this category emp:iaaiz.Ed appeals to the lllElmgerial bierarclzy with 
cxmplants or issues of tmfairness at wol:k. 
"I would prol:8bly talk to the mamger ••• ask: to sit down am talk to him." 
"If you really want to get things done you go the the heed office." 
2. Ehiure; nothing can be done or J,ESSive resistance: 
&st respar::rlents in this category ~ed a helpless feeling in respcrlS0 to 
imfairness. '!hey reported feeling oop;iless am trapped by the CClllpley. Sane resixments 
reported piSSive resistance, e.g., slowing the pwe, giving away food, or attempting to 
solicit group solidarity. 
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"you really cant do anything. I meen you don't :teve acy my. I've said stuff 
before and wthing wer chaDgee. Never does! 'Ibey are set in their~ and they're 
wt going t.o cbaDge." 
"A lot of th:iDgS you ree.lly can't cbmge. '.!here is:(t anything you can do and you 
just have t.o let it slide by." 
Q;B: 'W!zy" do you think it is run the way it is? WY * 
1. Efficieazy-: 
Respondents here viewed the CClllJ8I\Y p.:ieitively. '.lhings rurmiDg anoothly or the fast piCe 
were viewed as virtues in and of tbsnselves. These worlters saw the "system" developed at 
K::IO:lald"'s is mre scientific and, thus, p.:ieitive or progressive. 
"For efficierx:y, for speed. 'Ibey want t.o get out the mst food in the fastest t:ime 
possible." 
"Efficieo::y, I think it's the most efficient way ttiat it could be. It's gotta be 
fast to varlc well." 
"Well, .,ou"'re alwa;ys going t.o have to try to have a high profit margin. '.Ibat"'s 
mmber ~." 
2. Other: 
a. Profit: 
Here, the canpmy"'s mtives are profit oriented. b systan is set up as a means of 
increes:iDg profits. Eff'icierx:y here is seen as a way of extracting more frcm wort:er, 
increasing sales, and/or maintaining a cxmpetitive a:ivantage in the f~t-food market. 
'Ihe respCllS9 here is mt p:>sitive. Respcaients are critical of kfumld"'s p.iblic 
relations am marketing strategies and/or kl'hnald"'s anp:iasis Cll image or cxm:nerc:ial 
fact.ors. 
"So they can make as much mcney as lX>SSible. I think ttiat"' s the llhole p:>int." 
"So they can cxmpete (for profit) with other fast-food res"taurants." 
b. Persooal Virtues, Capibilities, or Inadequacy: 
In this category the CCllIIHlY ... s empiasis Cll efficierx:y is seen as in the service of a 
pemanal coocem for custcmer satisfaction and/or a persooal interest in the 'iiOrkers or 
custaners. Inclooed are respooses with ElllJilasis of the canpm;y"'s desire to "sezve the 
cxmmroity." Is::k of persooal care for 'iiOrkers or lack of attention to interpersooal 
issues also appears here. 
"by wmt t.o make it easy oo the custcmers and the kids llho need an easygoing job. 
'.1'.tef' ve set it up so they can get it out fast and get tOOse wort:ers to wort:." 
"I think the people go there for the seIVice. Really fast seIVice. b custcmers 
like it that way." 
c. Ibee mt know or no opinion expressed: 
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Q'.39: Describe sane wey'S in which your llOrkpla.ce could be maie a better place to liOrk. 
JMPIDVE 
1. Psyclx>logical/:iniividual clmlge: 
Respoo:ients here desire change in the style of mBIEgallmt, better attitude, more 
ilxlividual resp:ict or status, ply lEaed en :iniividual effort, co-workers rot pilling 
their own weight. 
"I think, first of all, that there should be more respect, just for each ~l'SCll ••• am 
a lot more tolerance. Fair ply, defin:i. tely! .Ani, rather the raises for ••• "" ca.use 
they"" ve teen there for so long ••• people should get raises ""cause of the wey they"" re 
doin"" their work." 
"M:>re spirited 111Bll3gel'S am crew ••• working together rot tearing each other api.rt. 
The IDBIEg9I'S rot yell:ing out ever.1 little thing the crew sOOuld do. 11 
2. More eqµity/chaDge in the labor process: 
Respammt idmtifies disccntent ab:>ut speed~, pressure, low wages, lack: of ccntrol, 
inequities of various kmis, lack: of social oohesiveness ama:igst crew. 
"Ma;rbe if tbey did have crew meetings, they"" d :fim that a lot of peJple feel ree.lly 
stracg about liOO gets raises am liOO doesn't. We 'WOrk a lot harder than they do. 
(Their job) wrapping food is the easiest thing in the world." 
3. Cbmge in wrk envircmm.ent: 
Respcu:lent identifies discontent about the i.miforms, c:roWed wrk areas, cleanliness, 
crew roan or bath.roan. 
"Dll'ferent i.miforms, pro'OO.bly. I hate polyester. I hate wrking in a fast-food 
restaurant• ••really gl'OSS r really greasy• II 
"Cleaner! '!hat pl.ace is so dirty ... am they need sane anncriia. All they use to 
clean is water. If the heel th people cane they'll be out of business. 11 
"A softer floor. 11 
4. D:m""t know/DO cbaDge needed or possible: 
"I den""t kmw. I think it's a pretty Ok place. I just want to work there am get a 
goai reference 'when I leave." 
Q41 : Wlzy" do you think there is :oo Employee imian at M::Ialald"" s? UNIOO 
1. Youth of the workforce: 
Rsspcnlents here feel t.bat it is easier to exploit young people. 'Ibey cite UllEll!plczymmt 
amoog young people am/ or that young peJple den"" t take working seriously. 
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"Well, it's just kids here. We're not willing to invest that much time. lhiol'.ls are 
for truckers a.Id older people." 
"It's just teecagers wrk:i.Dg there am if they dal't like it they can just p.it up or 
get out. It's not like it's a lifetime job or ao;ytbing." 
2. lbians as inconsistent with the structure of the wrk: 
Here, respcniEllts Elllpwdze the assertiCll that workers are replaced easil,y, ani/or that 
the low level of skill ~ at kfrna]d's makes wrkers interelmlgee.ble. 'lhey feel 
that pirt time wmicers lEve leas inves1lnE11t in the work; they expect to be tanpora.ry. 
'lllUs, there is a hi8h tum::Ner rate which makes organizing mre difficult. BespJcdent 
may focus on the greed of the owner, i.e., that employers den't want to pzy. Sees the 
owner as thjnkiIJR primarily about profit. 
"Cause they would all f!P Cll strike if they lEd ene (laughing.) 'Ihey all know we're 
talking arout it ... ya know ... let's picket ••• ya know ... tmfair trea1ment." 
"Because you can get so 111BDi.Y other people to fill in, do the wrk." 
''Ma;ybe it's because they den"'t want people to danand certain things am get 1.111." 
3. Other: Never occurred to respcnient, doesn't kllow: 
"I den' t know. I den"' t really know much arout a uni.en." 
:Fani1y Life am Work 
Q45: 'ihat kiDi of work do your pmmts do? CIAS3 + * 
1 • Working Class or IJCJ'l!IE!If!8erial middle class: 
ReeJXDients were identified as caning f'ran working class bickgrourrls when the head of 
their pll'elltal musehol.d was employed in naJllBI!lgerial wage work. 
2. .Middle Class: 
Rsepcnients were identified as caning f'ran middle class biclrgrouzrls when the head of 
their pll'elltal b:>uaehold was either self~loyed or employed in a supervisory, salaried 
position. 
Q49: What happened if you didn't do your jobs at b:Jne? CW 
1 • Canpl.iant app:rc:a::h: 
Pride in ccmplyiDg with eJ¥Ctatians. Caupl:imx:e 'W8S seen as a SJ.cceesful means of 
avoiding cri tic:ian or avoiding being told what to do. Strict or harsh lessa:is of pil'8llts 
respcoied to positively or with admiration, e.g., "~ 'W8S right" (in being so strict). 
2. Matter of fact approach: 
Rsepcnients here describe the oonsequecces of IlCllCClll.pli.e without much SJ.bjective 
1"9SpCl'.lSe. Sane struegle or ca:isequence of DCllCClliplisnce is identified followed by an 
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canpliance, e.g., "then we did it." '.lhe Elllftla.sis ~re is not so llllCh. Cll 'lmifonn, 
imnediate canpliance or extrane goOOness as it is en cxmp1iailce in face of sane s~e 
of fear of the ca:isequences. Fear of the CODSeqUE!!lCe might take the fonn of ex tnme 
disarray, i.e., "If I didn't do it, it didn't get dore." 
3. Hoetile/Carflictive: 
Respcn:ients here describe feeling pit down a lot am are, as a result, critical or angry 
with a pll'E!llt. 
<;51: Were there th:ings at h:me that belJai you lihen you started working outside? HEU'* 
1. Necessity of varl{/'self caitrol: 
'lhe ElllJhasis ~re is en the necessity of acquiriDg a wo:rk:ing knowledge of concrete tasks, 
e.g., cleen:i.Dg or sweeping am/or lEving to tolerate difficult wo:rking ca:rlitiCllS. 
Respcn:ients often felt they bad lea.med to get along with others am to tolerate abuse or 
favoritian. T.tey felt they lei to work, e.g., "I didn't have thillgs given to me." 
"I learned roe t.o take cri ticisn pretty well am there's a lot of times lihen the crew 
or lllBlEgel'S will just blow up or sanethillg." 
"Just that you work ... cause you get prid am you'd get piid tmless you work for it. n 
2. Abstract capi.bili ties am/ or Self developnent: 
'lhe ElllJhasis for these workers is Cll l'l:tv1Dg acquired self direction, having learned t.o 
"deal with people, n "carr!lllnicate," "take initiative," "get respect." Iearni.ng to handle 
"different behaviors" or "different people's attitudes" was a frequent ccmnent. 
Refereaces to the necessity of work were illustrated by ccntrasting it with awareness of 
avail.able privileges, e.g., "I bad t.o do things because we didn't rave a maid." 
"'lb make a.ire you did your best am :oot to cut comers Cll it. ke sure they 
recognize that you did your best or tried t.o." 
''We all bad to help out aroum the muse, cleaning up after meals am everything. I 
learned to work like that ••• we couldn't really afford a maid or aeytbing." 
+ IIXiicates predictor 
* Inl.icates that l'9SpalS9S yielded significant results 
** IIXiicates depeo:ient meewre yielding ~~ in crosstabulatiCl'.lS with more than 
cne predict.or. 
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RESULTS 
Tasks and Training 
Class Differences in Approaches to Training. Five of 
the 21 comparisons made with regard to social class and the 
four major areas of investigation, i.e., tasks and 
training, relations with managers and co-workers, 
organizational structure and change, and family life and 
work, yielded significant results. Questions and probes 
for attitudes and early feelings in response to the 
training period were useful in gaining information about 
class differences with regard to perceived social 
hierarchies at work, work distribution, and early 
strategies for coping with workplace pressures. 
In response to the .question, "Tell me what you 
remember about your early feelings about the training 
period," two categories are identified. First, the 
technical approach represents a focus on the details of the 
training period and an interest in how machinery and 
equipment work. These workers focus on the technical 
structure of the tasks. The second category could not be 
defined by any inclusive thematic content and is thus seen 
as other. However, three subthemes were considered which 
seem to be linked by an affective component. A competitive 
approach represents an awareness of the hierarchical nature 
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of workplace relations and a preoccupation with competitive 
advantage vis a vis co-workers. An enthusiastic approach 
reflects the worker's excitement of having begun a new job 
or positive feelings about the training period with 
particular emphasis on the "newness" of the experience. 
The third subcategory, a critical approach, refers to a 
focus on abusive or exploitive aspects of work, e.g., 
dangerousness of the work, the menial and degrading aspects 
of the work. Results indicate that 55% of middle class 
respondents adopted a technical approach to learning during 
the training period in contrast to 25% of their working 
class co-workers. Working class respondents were more 
likely to adopt one of the "other" approaches to training, 
2 x (1) = 3.80, p < 05. 
Social Relations with Co-workers and Management 
Class Differences in Relations with Managers and 
Co-workers. The major predictions of this study focuses on 
class differences in relations with managers and 
co-workers. The crosstabulations of social class 
categories with those regarding relations with co-workers 
(class x co-worker, class x better) produced insignificant 
results. However, crosstabulations of data regarding 
--- - ~ ------- -
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social class variables in relations with management 
resulted in a significantfinding. In response to the 
question, "Tell me about your interactions with the 
managers," (followed by probes for further explanations and 
examples}, three identifiable themes emerged. The first 
category, positive or idealized, represents a tendency to 
form positive attachments to managers or to focus on the 
positive attributes of managers. An interest in forming a 
strong, personal attachment is seen here. The other major 
category, other, is subdivided into two themes. Formal 
compliance represents a desire to get along with managers 
in order to maintain a good working relationship. Here, 
artificially constructed relationships serve the purpose of 
"getting along." The operative distinction between this 
sub-theme and the former is that of "friendliness" (in the 
latter category} versus "wanting to be close friends" (in 
the former category}. The second subtheme, avoidant or 
critical, involves expressed efforts to maintain distance, 
focusing on conflictual relations with managers, or 
rejecting managerial control. Consistent with my first 
prediction, 85% of the working class respondents fell into 
one of the two subcategories termed "other" in contrast to 
just 50% of the middle class respondents. Further, 50% of 
middle class respondents reported "positive of idealized" 
relationships with managers in contrast to just 15% of the 
working class respondents, x 2 (1) = 16.62, p < 001. 
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Organizational Structure and Change 
Class Differences in Approaches to Resistance and 
Mechanisms for Change. Class differences in resistance to 
workplace conditions emerged from two key questions. 
First, in response to the question "Why do you think the 
company is run the way it is?", participants were asked to 
identify a rationale for working conditions and the labor 
process thereby drawing on their capacity to conceptualize 
social processes and social institutions. Two dominant 
themes were associated with this response. The first 
category efficiency represents the view that the production 
systemat McDonald's is scientific and thus positive or 
progressive or that the way the company operates is proven 
efficient and therefore 11 good. 11 The second category is 
classified other. Efficiency is described critically as a 
means of getting more out of the workers, increasing sales, 
and/or maintaining a competitive advantage in the fast-food 
market, e.g., "It's done this way because they need to be 
number one. 11 Results of this crosstabulation suggested a 
middle class emphasis on efficiency, i.e., on the positive 
aspects of the McDonald's system. Eighty-one percent of 
the middle class respondents fell into the first category 
in contrast to 38% of working class adolescents, 
x2 (1) = 6.86, p < 01. 
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In response to the question, "How would you deal with 
unfairness in your work?", respondents were asked to 
comment on their ideas about the potential and means for 
change. Two main themes emerged in the analysis of 
responses to this question. The first category, 
communication with management, focuses on communicating 
directly with management with the expectation that 
management would respond favorably to these efforts. The 
second category other, is a combination of two subthemes. 
The first subtheme, endure, involves an endorsement of 
passive resistance or stoicism in dealing with workplace 
grievances. The second subtheme characterized a small 
percentage of the responses (12.5%). It involves some form 
of individual or group defiance in dealing with workplace 
grievances. Resistance in this context did not always 
refer to a rejection of general social imperatives, e.g., 
resistance could emerge as a rejection of structural 
constraints in the workplace while preserving behaviors 
generally considered socially positive. For example, 
workers reported giving away extra catsup packets or 
ignoring time constraints while talking with customers. 
Eighty percent of middle class respondents fell into the 
first category in contrast to 40% of their working class 
2 co-workers, x (l) = 6.66, p < 05. 
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Motivations for Seeking Employment, Unfairness and 
Resistance. In attempting to gather information about the 
relationship between motivations for seeking employment and 
the relations of work several exploratory crosstabulations 
were performed. Of the total {21 comparisons), two 
produced significant results. Participants were asked, 
"Why did you decide to find a job at all?" Two categories 
emerged in responses to this question. First, the search 
for a job was motivated by subsistence needs. In this 
context subsistence refers to a need to work either to 
augment their parent's wage or to provide basic income for 
their own necessities. The second category, 
self-development or extras refers to those responses where 
job search was motivated by the desire for either "spending 
money," or money for col·lege and/ or that work is a context 
for learning skills useful in developing work related 
social skills. Initial assessment of the data revealed 
that thirty-two percent of all participants were working to 
provide a means for subsistence, sixty-seven percent worked 
for extra money and/or in the interest of self-development. 
In the chi-square analysis, there was a significant 
interaction between job need {whyjob) and two other 
variables. First, in an effort to explore the adolescent's 
perception of the workplace grievances, participants were 
asked the following question, "Is there anything about your 
job which seems unfair or is not right?" Two categories 
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were identified. In the first category, exploitation 
concerns are the primary focus. Respondents are critical 
of speed-ups, the redundancy of the work, cutting of hours, 
working off the clock, or food allowanc.e inadequacy. The 
second category, Interpersonal concerns or non-critical 
consists of two subthemes. A preoccupation with 
interpersonal concerns is the main focus of the first 
subtheme. Not being treated nicely, being yelled at, or 
wanting to be pref erred by managers over co-workers are 
concerns found in these responses. A non-critical 
position, e.g., defending of management and management's 
prerogatives, characterizes the second subtheme. 
Typically, respondents here view middle management as a 
benevolent influence. Management's overall aim is to 
provide a service to the public: the personal costs to 
employees are understood and accepted as fundamental and 
necessary. Forty-five percent of respondents working to 
meet basic financial needs fell in to the first category in 
contrast to 25% of respondents working to meet additional 
living expenses. Results indicate that respondents who 
work primarily for subsistence reasons were more likely to 
identify concerns about being exploited in their work, 
2 x (1) = 6.84, p > 01. 
While adolescents working to meet subsistence needs 
were more likely to identify the exploitive aspects of the 
work than those working for "extra" money, these 
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adolescents were also more likely to stoically endure 
perceived unfairness at work. Two major categories, one 
single category and two subthemes are associated with the 
question, "How would you deal with unfairness in your 
work?" These include stoic endurance, and other. 
Subthemes of other were (a) talking to management, and (b) 
individual or group defiance. Fifty-four percent of 
respondents working to provide for basic needs fell into 
the stoic endurance category while just 15% of respondents 
working for other reasons fell into the same category. 
Results indicate that workers who are working for basic 
necessities are more likely to report stoic endurance as a 
means of dealing with unfairness in the workplace, 
2 x (1) = 8.99, p < 01. 
Age Differences and Upward Mobility. Of the 21 
comparisons made with age as the predictor, all but a 
single crosstabulation were insignificant. One question in 
the series of those aimed at gathering information about 
working adolescents' knowledge of the organizational 
structure produced significant though not surprising 
results. In response to the question "How do people move 
to higher level jobs?" respondents 17 years of age and 
older were more likely to report some knowledge of this 
process. They reported that either one moves up in the 
company through individual merit, i.e., that it is 
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dependent upon the abilities and motivation of the 
individual worker, or the extent or length of experience, 
or that the potential for moving up is minimal, i.e., that 
individual merit is irrelevant and/or that moving up is 
dependent upon the likes and dislikes of management and, 
furthermore, is not influenced or altered by individual 
effort. In contrast, 15 and 16 year old workers reported 
no knowledge of the organizational structure, they simply 
said they did not know how one moves up. Results indicate 
that 44% of the respondents 15 and 16 years of age reported 
no knowledge of the means of upward mobility while less 
than 1% of the respondents over 17 gave similar responses, 
x 2 (1) = 11.51, p < 01. 
Family Life and Work 
Questions about the carryover of family life into the 
workplace guided a major part of the study's organization. 
Social class interacted with responses to one question 
addressing the carryover of family life into the workplace. 
In response to the question, "Were there things that you 
learned at home that helped you when you started working 
outside?," themes fell into two categories. First, a focus 
on the necessity of work or self-discipline indicate an 
emphasis on the mandatory nature of housework, the need to 
tolerate or "control" feelings about family work, e.g. 
abuse and/or favoritism, or the 11 need 11 to work for what 
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they had at home. These understandings associated with 
housework are viewed as helpful in adapting to the 
workplace. The second category, abstract capabilities or 
self-development, represents an emphasis on learning in the 
family to get along with people, communicate with others, 
or take initiative with others. The need for respect in 
relation to family work emerges from the view that 
self-respect or pride in one's work can be accentuated by 
contrasting it with an awareness of available privileges, 
e.g., "I had to do it all since we didn't have a maid." 
Eighty-five percent of working class respondents fell into 
the first category in contract to 45% of middle class 
respondents. Working class respondents tended to emphasize 
the necessity of work and self-discipline whereas middle 
class respondents more often focused on self-development 
and abstract capabilities associated with family work, 
2 x (1) = 5.38, p < 05. 
Question # 
7 
28 
37 
38 
51 
35 
37 
13 
TABLE III 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS 
Predictor 
class 
class 
class 
class 
class 
why job 
why job 
aae 
Dependent Measure 
train 
intman 
deal 
why 
help 
unfair 
deal 
move 
*-p~~05 •• p. <. 01 *** 
(d_f_) x-
rn- 3.80* 
(1) 16.62*** 
(1) 6.66* 
(1) 6.86** 
(1) 5.38* 
(1) 6.84** 
(1) 8.99** 
(1) 11.51*** 
P• < .001 
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In concluding a review of the results of this study it 
is important to clarify the overall statistical 
significance of the data. Of the 55 questions with 
potential variability in responses, n=5 significant results 
were obtained when looking at social class as a predictor. 
As this is roughly 10%, or 5% more than would have been 
expected by chance alone, one may conclude that the social 
class predictor is probably an important determining factor 
in the outcome of the data. However, the n=2 significant 
comparisons each for age and whyjob are no greater than 
would be expected by chance alone; therefore I am inclined 
to view these results with more caution. 
CHAPTER III 
DISCUSSION 
The interview schedule followed an outline of four 
general areas of interest related to adolescents and the 
fast-food segment of service work: 1) tasks and training, 
2) relations with managers and co-workers, 3) conceptions 
of organizational structure and change, and 4) family 
life. As illustrated in Figure 1, social class differences 
emerged in all four areas. Each of the four areas is 
presented graphically in the figure. Age differences and 
differences related to motivations for seeking employment 
were found to be related to perceived notions of 
organizational structure and change. Figure 2 provides a 
graphic representation of these findings. 
A series of theoretical questions surrounding the 
work-family linkage fueled this research from the start. 
Previous research findings associated with social class 
background raise questions about the nature of the 
relationship between work and family. While more evidence 
has surfaced in favor of the "generalization hypothesis" or 
one which suggests that the work environment is an arena 
into which family life extends or "spills over," (Pleck, 
1977; Rosenberg, 1979; Mortimer and Lorence, 1979) others 
suggest that work and family life are linked by a kind of 
compensating dynamic. That is, the workplace compensates 
for the needed but absent functions of .the family 
(Piotrkowski, 1978). 
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The predominance of one model over the other has not 
been established. It would seem that both models operate 
in varying degrees and with varying frequency in family and 
work linkages. In the present study of class differences, 
for example, results in the area of 11 tasks and training 11 
suggest that values acquired in the family may 11 spillover 11 
into the workplace. Adolescents from the middle class were 
more likely to adopt a technical approach to training. 
While the results of this study suggest the predominance of 
a "spillover" effect, questions about the predominance of 
one model over the other are perhaps not as important as 
the factors sustaining the existence of each. Some of the 
factors I have identified will be addressed in the 
following discussion of the results of this study. 
FIGURE 1 
FINDINGS RELATED TO SOCIAL CLASS 
(*) middle class (#) workin~ class 
100 ( 1 ) ( 2) ( 3) (4) (5) 
TRAIN INTMAN DEAL WHY HELP 
* * # 
I I I 
* I I I 
-50 I * I I I 
I I I # I * I 
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I # I I I I # I I 
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- 0 _I _j_ _I _j_ _I _j_ _I _j_ _I _I 
Tasks Social Organizational Family Life 
& Training Relations Structure and Work 
MAJOR AREAS OF INVESTIGATION 
Figure 1. Percentage of respondents reporting (1) a 
technical approach to the training period, (2) a 
positive or idealized relationship with management, 
(3) endorsing communication with management in dealing 
with unfairness, (4) a positive view of efficiency as ., 
a rationale for the McDonald's operational structure, 
(5) emphasis on the learning of self-control or the 
necessity of work through family work. (See Table 1, 
questions 7, 28, 37, 38, and 51 for the interview 
guestions.) 
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FIGURE 2 
FINDINGS RELATED TO MOTIVATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 
-urn 
(#1) (#2) 
UNFAIR DEAL 
-50 * * basic needs * I 
# extra money I I 
I # I 
I I I # 
- 0 _I _L _I _j_ 
Tasks Social 
and Training Relations 
Organizational 
Structure 
Family 
Life & Work 
MAJOR AREAS OF INVESTIGATION 
Figure 2. Percentage of respondents reporting 
unfairness in the form of (1) exploitation, and (2) 
percentage of respondents endorsing endurance as a 
means of dealing with on-the-job unfairness. 
Tasks and Training 
Several questions at the beginning of the interview 
schedule probed for the participants' retrospective 
accounts of experiences leading to work at McDonald's. A 
series of questions followed that focused on the 
respondents' experience of the training period and the 
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nature of work tasks. The interest here was in assessing 
respondents' descriptions of their earliest memories of 
work. I focused initially on the entry period, reasoning 
that new reactions to the work would be most salient at 
this time, as would prior influences on conceptions of 
work. While questions about reliability of retrospective 
accounts have been raised (Robinson, 1976, p. 63), there 
is also evidence that individuals are able to accurately 
recall psychologically salient experiences, particularly 
those experiences which have meaning for self-concept and 
that mobilize affect (Tulving, 1972). 
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Middle Class respondents were more likely to adopt a 
technical approach to the training period. This finding 
may relate to class differences in the degree to which this 
kind of technological mastery is unique or challenging. 
Working class women may know many other women who run cash 
registers, take food orders, cook, etc. Having become more 
familiar with this kind of work, they may view the learning 
of the skills necessary to master the technical tasks with 
less enthusiasm and/or with less anxiety. Hence, working 
class women may focus on some other, possibly 
sociopolitical, factors affecting their security at work. 
Social Relations with Management and Co-workers 
This series of questions focused on social relational 
aspects of work, probing for differences in respondents' 
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views of co-workers, managers, and store owners. Initial 
feelings about social organization were established here as 
well as an assessment of the kinds and quality of alliances 
formed through this kind of work. Here, class differences 
were expected to emerge in respondents' accounts of their 
cooperation with versus resistance to organizational 
hierarchy in the workplace. 
Relations With Managers. While social class was not a 
significant predictor of relations with co-workers, class 
differences were related to female adolescents' relations 
with managers. The working class adolescents were more apt 
to maintain emotionally distant relationships with managers 
whereas middle class adolescents were more apt to seek 
positive affective ties with managers. Earlier, in the 
discussion of developmental factors associated with these 
results, I addressed claims that working class parents 
focus more on overt behavior and appeals to parental 
authority and that middle class parents more often focus on 
motivational factors and appeals to feelings in 
disciplining children. Results of the present study 
suggest that there is another side to these findings 
concerning childrearing practices. Perhaps working class 
children learn a two-sided lesson: one must develop a 
capacity for submitting to authority but one must also 
learn to resist authority. If one becomes emotionally 
here was to probe respondents' overall reactions to the 
work setting, both positive and negative, as well as to 
identify motivational issues related to the desire for 
change. 
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Class Differences in Approaches to Resistance/ 
Mechanisms for Change. Middle class workers were more 
likely to view management positively than were working 
class workers. The lower frequency of close relationships 
with managers among working class respondents is a finding 
with implications for understanding resistance. As stated 
earlier, it may be the case that working class adolescents 
learn a meaningful lesson about the risks of forming 
emotional ties with people in authority and for that reason 
are apt to express resistance in the workplace in the form 
of emotional distance from managers. Additional findings 
in the area of resistance and mechanisms for change in the 
workplace contribute to a broader understanding of the 
basis for this emotional distance. 
Middle class adolescents were more likely to identify 
the positive aspects of efficiency as a primary rationale 
for McDonald's work structure than were working class 
respondents. Thus, further study of the relationship 
between attitudes toward management and perceived rationale 
for McDonald's system could shed light on the mechanisms 
used to effect change. Middle class workers may in 
addition to having a more positive, less threatening 
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experience of authority, (see this discussion, Relations 
with Managers) draw on the positive aspects of efficiency, 
i.e., some inherent value of the structure of the 
workplace, when making decisions about approaching 
management emotionally. They may be more likely to 
approach management emotionally because management is 
perceived as safe, non-threatening AND because they believe 
that the company's principles are morally benign or 
positive. 
In addition to holding positive attitudes toward 
management and viewing the organizational structure as 
inherently good, middle class respondents were more likely 
to emphasize the importance of communication with 
management in response to perceived unfairness than working 
class respondents. Working class respondents were more 
likely than middle class respondents to endorse endurance 
of perceived unfairness. A small number of respondents 
from both middle and working class groups endorsed 
developing an individual or group form of resistance. 
One contribution to an understanding of results of 
this kind is offered by Kohn (1977) in his discussion of 
class differences in conformity. Kohn found in his 
research on class determinants of orientation to work that 
the working classes were seen as more likely to embrace 
conformity to prescribed order in society, "hold a more 
authoritarian view of what is acceptable behavior, and will 
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more rigidly reject behavior that does not conform to the 
acceptable." Middle class workers, in contrast, are seen as 
more likely to be open-minded and self-directed in their 
judgments about social values and in their tolerance of 
nonconformity (Kohn, 1977, p. 141; Christie, 1954). This 
aspect of class divergence is seen as having its origins in 
child-rearing practice and is reinforced by workplace 
experience. The results of the present study could be seen 
as supportive of Kohn's position that respondents from 
middle class families extend self-direction into work by 
approaching management with perceived unfairness, i.e., 
boldly approaching management with a complaint rather than 
simply absorbing the problem. Respondents from working 
class backgrounds, in contrast, demonstrate an acceptance 
of the rules, i.e. adopting less powerful, more passive 
forms of resistance or stoic endurance. 
There is another way of looking at Kohn's findings, 
however. One argument suggests that conformity in Kohn's 
argument is too narrowly defined. Kohn (1977) defines 
conformity in terms of focus. Self-direction, according to 
Kohn, focuses on internal standards for behavior; 
conformity on externally imposed rules. Self-direction 
implies a concern with internal dynamics--one's own and 
other people's. Conformity is defined by an allegiance to 
the dictates of authority and a sensitivity to one's 
peers. The present study raises questions about the 
meaning of "conformity." 
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If we look at the workplace as a setting heavily 
regulated by hierarchical channels for registering 
complaints, stoic endurance begins to take on the character 
of a self-regulated means of coping with workplace 
grievances. While the question of the respondent's 
underlying motives for enduring, i.e., a means of rebellion 
vs. maintaining and approval of the status quo were not 
examined, enduring working conditions cannot be necessarily 
equated with overall conformity. I suggest that conformity 
may be as much a characteristic of managerial work as among 
the working class. Likewise, self-direction may also 
abound in the working class group where rebellion may take 
the form of passive resistance (Bowles and Gintis, 1976). 
While the enduring of working conditions is a more 
passive stance than acting upon unfairness overtly, a 
distinction can be drawn between expressing a willingness 
to participate in maintaining the status quo versus feeling 
internally rebellious but nonetheless restrained by 
authority, e.g., management's prescribed rules. Stoic 
endurance can be seen in this light as an expression of 
resistance. The present study falls short of making a full 
assessment of respondent's understanding of conformity. 
Underlying motives were only weakly ascertained through, 
for example, Question 31. (See Table I) Thus, the 
assumption that "endurance" equals "conformity" in this 
study is premature as is the related assumption that the 
following of prescribed "chains of command" in reporting 
unfairness are antecedents of "self-direction" and 
"open-mindedness." 
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Motivations for Seeking Employment, Unfairness and 
Resistance. With regard to motivations for seeking 
employment found in this study, not surprisingly, there are 
differences in how female working adolescents view 
unfairness and how they deal with it once it is 
conceptualized. These differences appear to be partially 
rooted in the adolescent's financial dependency on the 
job. These adolescents working to meet subsistence needs 
were far more likely to identify concerns about being 
exploited in their work. Furthermore, they were more 
likely to endure the unfairness than were adolescent's 
working for "extra" money. 
Greenberger and Steinberg {1982) report that fewer 
than ten percent of working teenagers contribute a 
substantial portion of their money earned at work to 
support their families. In contrast, the sample drawn here 
consisted of a relatively high percentage {40%) of workers 
who were employed as a means of meeting subsistence needs. 
However, it should be noted that these results are based on 
the subjective experience of the respondent. Further, the 
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lack of a significant relationship of job need to social 
class suggests that these findings relate more strongly to 
respondents' feeling the need to work than to the 
respondent's degree of privilege. It may be that the 
actual circumstances of their financial reliance on their 
jobs were inconsistent with their perceptions. However, I 
reasoned that their experience of the work was based 
largely on their experience of feeling motivated to work by 
financial "need" versus financial "interest." 
The outcome of this area of the study might easily be 
explained by the obvious--that working to meet financial 
obligations in the form of subsistence is inherently a more 
precarious and limiting position than working for the 
purpose of "gaining work experience" of the world or 
"developing social skills." Subjectively, these 
restrictions might take the form of feeling less powerful, 
less in control and less willing to take risks (Garson, 
1977; Nelkin and Brown, 1984). Thus, an adolescent working 
to meet subsistence needs would be far less likely to 
jeopardize her job by acting on perceived unfairness. 
The second finding in this area might be explained 
using a similar line of reasoning but with an additional 
factor determining the final outcome. I found that while 
adolescents working for subsistence needs were less likely 
to act on perceived unfairness at work they were more 
likely to view exploitation as the primary form of 
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unfairness in their work. Adolescents working for "extra 
money" or for self-development on the other hand, focused 
on either unfairness originating in the interpersonal 
dynamics at work or they were non-critical of the work. 
While job security is the chief concern for adolescents 
working for basic needs and job security is increased by 
not challenging the "status quo," this is not incompatible 
with the view that the work is exploitive. The pressure to 
conform may be only skin deep in this situation where 
financial pressures guide the argument as it is in Kohn's 
(1977) discussion of social class variables. That is, it 
seems that motives for working may be deferentially 
predictive of worker orientation. Those adolescents 
working to meet basic needs may conform to prescribed rules 
of behavior while underlying ideas about equity are more 
rebellious. 
Age Correlates in Knowledge of the Organizational 
Structure. Not surprisingly, older adolescents were more 
likely to have worked longer at McDonald's and were also 
more likely to report some knowledge of the organizational 
structure. Older respondents reported some ideas about how 
to climb the hierarchical ladder independent of their 
inclination to do so. Apparently, the work provides a 
means of gathering information about upward mobility. 
There was, however a large discrepancy in the reported 
means of moving up. Older workers were nearly evenly 
divided between viewing promotion as {a} largely out of 
their control and based on the likes and dislikes of the 
management, and {b} based on individual merit, an 
aspiration largely dependent on individual effort and 
motivation {42% and 55%, respectively} 
Family Life and Work 
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Variables related to class were of primary interest in 
the study from the outset. Social class was conceptualized 
as a defining factor of family life and contributes to the 
interpretive framework of socialization into the 
workplace. Questions probing for class background were 
followed by questions related to the structure of work in 
the home as well as the consequences of noncompliance to 
work rules in the home. This allowed me to explore 
additional factors related to family life, which influenced 
particular responses to work. 
Class Differences in the Family Work-Related Values. 
In the area of family life, middle class adolescents were 
more likely to identify opportunities for learning 
self-development in their family work environment than were 
working class respondents. Working class girls valued 
learning about the necessity of maintaining some kind of 
gainful employment. They report a sense of primary 
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financial dependency on gainful work that is not often 
present in the reports of middle class adolescents. This 
finding is most consistent with research which indicates 
that working class parents are more likely to value the 
obedience, neatness, and cleanliness whereas middle class 
parents value curiosity, happiness, consideration, and 
self-control (Duvall, 1946; Kohn, 1977, p. 21). Further, 
working class parents' values center on adherence to 
external prescriptions, middle class values on 
self-expression. My research indicates that these values, 
embedded in the conditions of the lives of people of 
different social strata, are carried over into the 
workplace and are a determining factor in the judgments 
made about work. Thus, working class workers emerging from 
homes in which obedience, etc. are emphasized report that 
these tools were helpful in mastering work tasks. Likewise 
middle class workers were more likely to identify the 
learning of skills conducive to self-development, e.g., 
consideration of others feelings, when judging the 
usefulness of family lifestyle in work adaptation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
One aspect of the study which is important to address 
here is the question of the importance of present class 
position over that of the family of origin. Kohn found 
that present class position is substantially more important 
in determining values and orientation than are class 
origins {Kohn, 1977, p. 138). This has implications for 
the outcome of my study in some important ways. As stated 
above, Kohn found that his working class interviewees were 
more likely to judge jobs by their extrinsic aspects than 
were middle class workers. I found, as categories were 
identified through content analysis of responses to the 
questions about the training period, that respondents 
commented about specific intrinsic aspects of the work, 
e.g., hours of work per week, break time allotment. 
Substantially broader attention to the extrinsic aspects of 
the job lead to some speculation about the importance here 
of present class position. These respondents are all 
employed in working class jobs, e.g., working at 
McDonald's. Thus, extrinsic values are for them generally 
more salient {though not yet entirely assimilated among 
middle class respondents) than intrinsic values. One 
important aspect of the orientation period for middle class 
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adolescent workers may be socialization into the working 
class. This revamping of values may not be an easy task, 
however. The tenacity of the values acquired through class 
origins is substantiated by the observation that despite 
the impact of present work conditions our middle class 
adolescents entering the work force maintained strong class 
distinctions as, for example, the finding on perceived 
closeness toward management illustrates (class x intman). 
As Kohn's research suggests, class matters more in 
determining whether workers are forced to focus on the 
extrinsic than in determining whether they are free to 
focus on the intrinsic (Kohn, 1977). 
I was not able to judge, of course, whether these same 
effects would be obtained with class comparisons of male 
adolescents or in a comparative study of other types of 
workers. The tendency for both our middle class and 
working class adolescents to emphasize cooperation in 
describing interactions with co-workers does suggest that 
gender effects may override social class effects in this 
area. 
It may also be that the shared experience of fast-food 
work does promote a capacity for group solidarity, 
quasi-independently of family background, and that this 
would be true for males and females. However, this 
emphasis on cooperation and mutual support was also a more 
tenuous stance for our middle class adolescents. The 
findings presented here underscore the importance of 
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attending more closely to social class as a determinant of 
social cognition in adolescence and as a mediator of 
intragender differences. 
Although the data were consistent with one of my 
initial predictions, there were a number of surprising 
results. The first of my two initial hypotheses seems to 
be unfounded in the results of this study. Adolescents 
from working class families were expected to be more 
cooperative and adolescents from middle class families more 
competitive in their stances toward co-workers. This 
outcome disconfirms my first prediction. Other surprising 
findings include a striking lack of consistent social class 
differences in the adolescents' perception of their own 
importance vis a vis the management (see question 21, 
Table I) or in their rationale for the absence of 
unionization among workers in McDonald's franchises (See 
question 41, Table I). It seems likely, in retrospect, 
that the absence of social class differences in some of the 
comparisons may be due to the fact that for most of the 
adolescents there are very clear barriers to upward 
mobility in the fast-food industry as a whole. This 
factor, built into the structure of the work may limit 
working class and middle class workers differentially. 
Also, most of the women interviewed were not considering a 
career at McDonald's. It is possible that this sample 
characteristic removed any need for the women of any class 
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to be competitive with each other. That is, thinking in 
terms of the structure of the workplace I might have 
predicted no significant difference. 
In terms of the exploratory predictors, job need 
(whyjob) and age, the lack of significant results suggest 
that, as one possibility, the sample was not sufficiently 
heterogeneous to produce differences. Most of the young 
women working at McDonald's are not working there because 
they really wanted to work in the fast-food industry. 
Their motives for seeking employment were as a group based 
on needing the extra money for something. In addition, the 
age range studied here was not wide (16 years to 19 
years). Had the study focused on a more heterogeneous 
group in either or both of these considerations the outcome 
may have been more impressive. 
A number of methodological obstacles common in field 
studies of this kind may have contributed to the lack of 
significant results. First, there was the problem of 
forming an interviewing alliance with the respondent. 
Opportunities for gaining the trust of the interviewee were 
limited to the initial on-site introduction, a subsequent 
telephone contact to arrange a time and place for the 
interview, and the interview itself. Despite care taken to 
convey a sense of the confidential nature of the interview, 
the obtrusiveness of a tape recorded interview, may have 
contributed to a less than frank relationship with me. 
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Secondly, the interview was lengthy and may have 
become tiresome for the respondent toward the end of the 
interview. I was aware of my own fatigue both with regard 
to the length of each interview and to the duration of the 
entire study. Future studies of this kind will require 
more careful attention to these factors: weighing the 
benefits of the consistency of a single interviewer against 
the problem of interviewer fatigue, and the importance of 
interviewer rapport. 
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APPENDIX A 
INITIAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The following six research questions underlie the 
interview schedule. The primary aim throughout the study 
was to determine how teenage workers conceptualize their 
work experiences. The following questions served as a 
guideline for the formation of the final interview 
schedule. 
1. What expectations do young people have for the work 
they are applying to do. 
2. What are the worker's perceptions of the work they are 
supposed to do? 
3. What are the workers' perceptions of what their 
managers do, including different levels of management. 
4. What are the workers' perceptions of the intrinsic 
rewards of work? 
S. What are the workers' perceptions of why work is 
structured in the way it is? Can they conceive of 
alternatives? 
6. What values/attitudes acquired within the family 
contribute to responses to work discipline or forms of 
resistance? 
.APPENDIX B 
CCENr FClBM 
All pil"ticii;mrts were required to oonsent to be tape recorded. Particii;mrl;s uDier 18 
were required to verify pll'Elltal caJSEllt. The coosait fozm is printed below. 
Deer klmal.d"'s Elllployee, 
We are ask:lllg for your pll'tici?ti.on in a study being comucted by Dr. Jan Haaken am a 
gnduate sUldent, Jcyce Korscbgm, fran the Depirtment of Psychology at Portland State 
University. 'lhis study will explore the experiences mi cxmce:rns of teemgers wm work 
in the fast-food miustry. We are also interested in fanily experiences which iilfluecce 
reepaises to the workplace. 
Your caitribltion to this study is of ei:Ltane value. Although people have written OOoks 
acd articles on teer:Ege flll:Plcyment, very little attention has been givEll to how teeIEgers 
uDierstam am feel about their work experiences. 'lberefore, ywr ~ici?tion will 
ccntriblte to a new area of s'tW,y. 
Your ~Ci?ti.on in this study will involve bei.ng interviewed by Joyce Korschgen. '!be 
interview will be tape-recorded so we can accurately tramcribe what you gay mi will 
take approximately aie hour. You IllEliY select a canfortable pJace to be interviewed 
outside of the vork setting. In the interview you will be asked a series of quest:i..CIJS 
about your work experiences within your :fBm:i1y am at kJQ'laJd"'s. 
Of oourse, your pirticiplt:i..on in this s'tW,y will be kept entirely c:xnfideot:i..al. Your 
mme will not be tape recorded am this lllfonned oonsent fem will be kept eepmitely 
fran your interview. 'While you ma;y not directly benefit fran plrt:i..ci?t:i..an in this 
study, it bas been our experiecce that interviews of this type can be rewardiDg for 
plrt:i..cii;mits. 
'lbmk: you for your ooopera:ti.an. 
Sincerely, 
Janice Haaken, Ph.D. Joyce Korscbgm 
Elnployee ------------------------S:i.goa:blre 
Parent(if~um-=-er---=-16=)------------------
~ture 
~----------------------
APPENDIX C 
CATEGORY DEFINITIONS OF RESPONSES WITH MINIMAL VARIANCE 
Background 
Q3: How did you choose McDonald's for work? 
The most frequent response to this question indicated that the job 
search was based on the hiring frequency of the enterprise. Less 
frequently, respondents mentioned a perceived low level of skill 
required of the work, geographic mobility/proximity, or the 
flexibility of work hours. 
Q4: At the time you applied, what choices did you have for work? 
All indicated that they had few or no other choices for work. 
Q6: At the time you applied, what did you expect it would be like 
working there? 
Responses were generally mixed among positive and negative 
expectations. Positive expectations included thinking they would get 
a lot of hours of work in per day, that the work would be fun, 
fast-paced. Negative expectations centered around the embarrassment 
of working in fast-food, that the work would be extremely difficult, 
boring, dangerous, and/or stressful. 
Tasks and Training 
QS: Describe the order of tasks that you learned during the training 
period. 
Responses to this question were grossly similar. The order of 
learning was always described (nearly verbatim) as follows. "First, 
I watched video tapes about the lot and lobby, then they put you out 
there (in the lobby) for the rest of the day. The next day you watch 
the video on fries, then counter, cash register." Girls are rarely 
trained initially for grill work. 
Q10: What was your first assignment? 
Responses to this question were quite invariant. Workers are trained 
initially to attend to cleaning the parking lot and lobby area. Many 
mentioned the feeling of isolation that they experienced during this 
period. 
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Q12: What kinds of decisions can you make about the work? 
Responses to this question indicated that all respondents searched 
for some means of control through decision-making at work. 
Decision-making efforts were described in several different ways. 
However, the theme of making decisions that would help reduce the 
stress of the work was nearly universal, i.e., managing emotional 
reactions to the pace, trying to stay calm. Not infrequently, this 
response was accompanied by references to technical control and/or 
resistance to managerial control, i.e., changing the order of tasks, 
timing oneself against another worker, setting up game strategies, 
slowing the pace, giving away extra sauce. 
Mobility 
Q14: How far up do you want to move? 
Results of this probe were as follows: 28 respondents reported no 
interest in moving up; 5 reported some interest, and 4 reported high 
interest in moving to a higher position at McDonald's. 
Q16: Can you tell me anything you remember about your early feelings 
about the other employees? 
Themes similar to those of question 15. 
Social Organization 
Q19: What do you know about how the company is set up and how this 
store relates to the corporation? 
Most didn't know or give vague answers. Some discussion of corporate 
inspections and tight control by owner. Respondents often made 
reference to management's emphasis on petty details. 
Q20: How do the owners influence what goes on in the store. 
Most have vague impression of owner. He is the one that signs the 
checks. Aware of tension when owner comes around. Owner tends to 
demonstrate the mechanics of french fry preparation. 
Q22: What differences are there between the in-store manager and the 
franchise supervisor? 
Most did not know hov to answer this question, who the franchise 
manager was, and/or that there vere any differences other than 
divisions of power and authority. 
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Q24: Can you tell me anythill8 you remember about your early feelill8S 
about the franchise supervisor? 
Most reported reluctance to approach the franchise supervisor or did 
not know who he was. 
Q25: What is the store manager's job? 
Mostly general descriptions of technical tasks and keeping order or 
helpill8 out crew. Some reference to the freedom the manager has, 
e.g., "The higher up you go the less work you do." 
Q26: Do you think there is a need for a store manager? 
All see managers as necessary but give different reasons and some 
express a degree of ambivalence. A few respondents felt that the 
store could be run by the workers alone. There was some criticism of 
the extensive layerill8 of management, i.e., too many managers or too 
many levels of management. 
Q29: How do they get people to do thill8s? 
Most frequently, respondents said that the managers "just tell you to 
do it--and then you do." This response was sometimes accompanied by 
references to some vague injustice or discomfort with subordination. 
Q30: Are there incentives the company offers you to work harder? 
Most identified "pay raises" as the typical incentive. Occasionally a 
respondent would mention the "employee of the month" program, 
frequently with some degree of contempt for the program or 
embarrassment about havill8 been a chosen "winner" of the award. 
Resistance 
Q33: What kinds of thill8S do you do after work? 
Responses varied according to the time at which the worker got off 
work. Workers who worked the late shift tried to relax and sleep 
while those who worked mornill8s or evenill8S did homework, prepared 
meals, or watched TV. Tryill8 to relax was the most common theme. 
Q34: Do employees have an organized way of talkill8 about their 
concerns away from the managers? 
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Most commonly, respondents refer to the "crew meetings" set up by and 
attended by management. This response does not really answer the 
question of whether employees are encouraged to have meetings away 
from management. My t'urther occasional probes for information 
specifically about such worker organized meetings found little 
evidence of any sustained or consistent organization. So-called "crew 
meetings" were irregular, infrequent, and according to respondents 
nonproductive. The distribution of responses was as evenly split 
between those who said that meetings were theoretically part of the 
job but that during their employment no such meeting had taken place 
and those who said that there had been a meeting once or twice per 
year. No respondent indicated that the meetings were frequently or 
regularly scheduled. 
Q36: Do you think the pay and benefits are fair? 
The wage was characterized by 13 respondents as unfair and/or 
inadequate. Fourteen girls said that the wage was acceptable since 
they were young people not supporting a family, four respondents felt 
it was fair considering they had no plans to continue working in 
fast-food or considering they worked only a few hours. There were 
numerous references to the incongruity of working to a "maximum," 
i.e., to exhaustion, and being paid "minimum" wage. Occasionally, a 
respondent would include a reference to "pay raises" noting that the 
raises were also at a minimum ($.05-.10/hr./increase.) Increases, 
they report, are wholly too infrequent and many feel the performance 
reviews are systematically delayed by management to avoid having to 
increase wages. 
The reference to any employee benefits was met with curiosity by a 
few workers and laughter by others who wondered what I meant by 
employee "benefits." There are few employee benefits at McDonald's 
but the sole example given, if any, was the food allowance of 
$.35 to .45/hr. For every hour worked the employee is allowed this 
amount toward the purchase of McDonald's food, to be eaten on the 
premises. This benefit is not transferable or cumulative. 
Change 
Q40: How do you think a change like you just mentioned would 
happen? 
Most respondents felt that t'undamental changes were quite unlikely, 
e.g., larger working areas, pay increases "across the board." 
Changes of this nature would require something bordering on 
revolution, e.g., "we'd probably all have to threaten to quit or 
something." More minor changes such as cotton uniforms, different 
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kinds of music, longer breaks, were approached through management but 
even these methods were generally seen as unpromising. 
Q42: Do you think these kinds of jobs are good for teenagers? 
All respondents answered affirmatively. Commonly, they referred to 
the usefulness of learning to get along with people, adjusting to the 
world of work, making new friends, learning to handle money. The 
discontinuity of responses to this question vs. responses to other 
questions measuring "satisfaction," e.g., question 35 (above), is 
noted. Apparently, for some of the respondents job satisfaction is 
unrelated to or inversely related to the overall benefits of teenage 
employment. 
Q43: What do you think teenagers learn about authority in their work? 
1. Focus of response on the realized authority of the management: 
a: Power of the management position: Recognition that 
someone is in a powerful position, feels threatened and 
intimidated by authority. "They can fire you any time they 
feel like it." Management is non-benevolent. "You just 
have to learn to take orders." 
b: Familiarity/benevolence of authority figures: Mentions 
to possibility of being frank with managers, open and 
friendly. "He's just my brother--I like him a lot." Being 
in a special position in the managers eyes. Sees 
managements position as respectable and attractive. May be 
critical of co-workers hostility toward management. 
2. Focus on the realized authority in themselves: 
Drug Use 
a: Being in charge of the drawer, controlling the money. 
Views the job as an opportunity to induce authority in her 
"presentation to the public," or her ability to sell. 
Being in charge of the new people. Learning to control the 
use or misuse of authority. 
b: Preparatory: Learns to be a 
May mention being able to take 
someone who bas never worked. 
and rigid demands. 
responsible, hard worker. 
another job easier than 
Learning to take criticism 
Q44: Do you think there is a greater use of drugs and alcohol among 
teenagers that work? 
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Most teenagers indicated that there was little chance that drug use 
was a problem while teens were on the job. Most, in fact, qualified 
responses with the suggestion that the job required too much top 
speed energy to do "stoned" or drunk. Very few references were made 
in the entirety of the interviews to substance abuse (other than 
nicotine). In the responses to question #33, What do you do after 
work?, only one person indicated drug use or activity after work. 
Interestingly, there was a consensus of opinion on the increase of 
cigarette smoking among teenagers that work. All indicated that the 
chances of starting to smoke while working were substantially 
increased primarily due to the stress of the job. 
Family Life 
Q46: How do you think your parents feel about their jobs? 
Responses here were variable. Many felt their parents were quite 
satisfied, others that parents were quite unhappy with their work. 
There were few identifiable themes in the responses. One possible 
theme concerns the respondent's views of their mothers. Many have 
positive views of mothers' capabilities. Sees mothers as having been 
deprived of opportunities or mothers having had to fight for their 
rights. Further questions about the respondent's interactions with 
their mothers might be useful. 
Q47: What about the way you were raised influenced how you handle 
your job? 
Responses invariably followed along the lines of learning to take 
orders or learning to manage time properly. References to learning 
to clean things well were noted. 
Q48: What kinds of jobs or responsibilities did you have at home? 
Most respondents had considerable responsibility for household 
tasks. There was a common mention of taking care of their brothers. 
Q50: Is there anything you would change about the rules for work at 
home? 
Most report no significant change desired. 
Q52: What do your parents want you to get out of the experience of 
working as a teenager? 
The response to this question was consistent. Most respondents felt 
their parents wanted them to work in order to prepare themselves for 
future jobs. 
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Q53: What do you imagine yourself doing when you are older? 
Various responses either describing full time involvement in family 
life or working outside the home part or full time. 
Q54: In what ways do you see McDonald's preparing you to do that? 
Most often respondents saw no preparation inherent in the work they 
were now doing other than learning to work with the public. There 
were no references to skilling of any kind. 
Q55: What do your parents expect you'll be doing as an adult? 
Consistently, "Whatever I want to do." Or "Whatever makes me happy." 
APPENDIX D 
RESULTS OF RELIABILITY STUDY 
QUESTION # 
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